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ABSTRACT 

One of the most widely used construction materials worldwide is bitumen. It 

is used both directly and as a part of composite materials with other compounds in 

different applications ranging from road construction, paving, and roofing to 

sealing and gluing. One of the most common composite materials containing 

bitumen is asphalt concrete. Bitumen serves as a binder material of asphalt concrete 

and has to withstand mechanical and thermal loads due to harsh environmental 

conditions under heavy traffic loads and temperature cycles during its service life, 

which can last up to 20 years or even more. Hence, the development of durable 

asphalt materials is an essential part of sustainability in the road and in general, the 

construction sectors. 

Bituminous surfaces develop temperature-dependent microstructures having 

domains with different mechanical, chemical, and selective wetting properties. 

Despite the importance of good bitumen performance in environments at subzero 

temperatures, the behavior of bitumen surface composition at cold temperatures 

and its interaction with water and ice has not been thoroughly investigated. This 

dissertation performs a fundamental study of bituminous materials at subzero 

temperatures, corresponding to typical winter and cold region environments 

conducive to icy roads. With the aid of advanced atomic force microscopy 

combined with infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) in an environmental chamber, we 

demonstrated the chemistry and mechanical properties of bitumen surface with 

nanoscale precision for a broad temperature range. Cooling bitumen to subzero 

temperatures can have several interesting effects on its surface texture and 

composition, especially on its three surface domains, catana, peri, and para. The 

findings of this work show that the para domain coarsens with cooling. An 
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interfacial transition domain is formed between the para and peri domains. It was 

also shown that the three main surface domains have different wettability with 

higher selective condensation on the para domain. 

Condensation and freezing of atmospheric water on bituminous surfaces, 

commonly occurring in a broad range of construction and road surfaces, and 

freezing of atmospheric water on bituminous construction and road surfaces is a 

recurring event. However, droplet freezing on bitumen and passive inhibition 

methods are poorly understood. In the second part of this work, we investigate 

relative humidity and substrate cooling effects on condensation freezing on subzero 

temperature bituminous surfaces and find that droplet freezing is explosive with 

rapid local heating. We explain the related physics and find that relative humidity 

and cooling rate can affect droplet sizes and freezing temperatures. We then 

rationally embed phase change material (PCM) microcapsules in bitumen, 

harnessing their latent heat to significantly delay freezing, demonstrating a viable 

option for frost mitigation. 

Driven by recently developed superhydrophobicity and icephobicity 

knowledge, we attempted to advance fundamental knowledge of road deicing 

beyond the traditional periodic application of using salt and mechanical ice removal. 

The ice adhesion phenomenon mainly has been studied intensively with respect to 

its manifestation on rigid, homogeneous surfaces, with soft materials being the 

topic of few recent investigations. Icing and ice adhesion can also often occur on 

largely heterogeneous surfaces regarding their chemical composition and, in 

particular, the resulting mechanical behavior. However, ice adhesion on 

heterogeneous substrates (for example, the widely used asphalt concrete, which 

consists of rigid aggregates embedded in soft bitumen) is hardly understood. In the 

third part of this work, we investigate ice adhesion on such heterogeneous materials, 
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juxtaposing the behavior of their two main constituents, the rigid glass-ceramic 

aggregates modeled by Macor® and bitumen, to the behavior of a bitumen-

Macor® composite,  with respect to applied normal tension, shear, and composite 

stresses. The results show that the ice adhesion shear stress on Macor® is almost 

twice as large as that on bitumen with a brittle failure mode, whereas the normal 

components of these ice adhesion stresses are in a similar range. Coating of the 

most ice-adhesive component (Macor®) with a thin superhydrophobic coating 

shows lower ice adhesion stress on the heterogeneous surface. We also find a strong 

dependence of the ice adhesion stress on the order of appearance of the two surface 

materials in composite surfaces. If the rigid material is placed before the bitumen 

section in the direction of applied force, a lower shear ice adhesion stress is 

observed. 

The fundamental findings of this work improve our understanding of the 

behavior of bitumen in subzero environments, the freezing delay through PCM 

additives, and the ice adhesion reduction through aggregate coatings, aiding us in 

our quest towards attaining better sealant and road performance. However, for the 

practical application of these solutions, further dedicated research is needed. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Eines der weltweit am häufigsten verwendeten Baumaterialien ist Bitumen. 

Es wird sowohl direkt als auch als Teil von Verbundwerkstoffen in Verbindung mit 

anderen Materialien und für verschiedene Anwendungen verwendet, die vom 

Straßenbau über Pflasterung und Überdachung bis hin zur Abdichtung und 

Verklebung reichen. Einer der häufigsten bitumenhaltigen Verbundwerkstoffe ist 

Asphaltbeton. Bitumen dient als Bindemittel für Asphaltbeton und muss während 

seiner Lebensdauer, die bis zu 20 Jahre oder sogar länger dauern kann, 

mechanischen und thermischen Belastungen aufgrund rauer 

Umgebungsbedingungen unter starken Verkehrsbelastungen und 

Temperaturzyklen standhalten. Daher ist die Entwicklung langlebiger 

Asphaltmaterialien ein wesentlicher Bestandteil der Nachhaltigkeit im 

Strassensektor als auch generell im Baugewerbe. 

Bitumenoberflächen entwickeln temperaturabhängige Mikrostrukturen mit 

Domänen mit unterschiedlichen mechanischen, chemischen und selektiven 

Benetzungseigenschaften. Trotz der Bedeutung einer guten Bitumenleistung in 

Umgebungen bei Temperaturen unter Null wurde das Verhalten der 

Bitumenoberflächenzusammensetzung bei kalten Temperaturen und ihre 

Wechselwirkung mit Wasser und Eis nicht gründlich untersucht. Diese Dissertation 

führt eine grundlegende Untersuchung von bituminösen Materialien bei 

Temperaturen unter Null durch, die typischen Umgebungen im Winter und in 

kalten Regionen entsprechen, und zu vereisten Straßen führen können. Mit Hilfe 

von fortschrittlicher Rasterkraftmikroskopie und in Kombination mit 

Infrarotspektroskopie (AFM-IR) in einer Umgebungskammer konnten wir die 

chemischen und mechanischen Eigenschaften der Bitumenoberfläche mit 
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Nanometer Präzision für einen breiten Temperaturbereich demonstrieren. Das 

Abkühlen von Bitumen auf Temperaturen unter Null kann verschiedene 

interessante Auswirkungen auf seine Oberflächentextur und -zusammensetzung 

haben, insbesondere auf seine drei Oberflächendomänen Catana, Peri und Para. 

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen, dass die Para-Domäne durch das Abkühlen 

vergröbert. Eine Grenzflächenübergangsdomäne wird zwischen den Para- und 

Peri-Domänen gebildet. Es wurde auch gezeigt, dass die drei 

Hauptoberflächendomänen eine unterschiedliche Benetzbarkeit mit höherer 

selektiver Kondensation auf der Para-Domäne aufweisen. 

Das Kondensieren und Einfrieren von atmosphärischem Wasser auf 

bituminösen Oberflächen, das üblicherweise in einem breiten Spektrum von Bau- 

und Straßenoberflächen auftritt, und das Einfrieren von atmosphärischem Wasser 

auf bituminösen Bau- und Straßenoberflächen ist ein wiederkehrendes Ereignis. 

Das Einfrieren von Tröpfchen auf Bitumen und passive Inhibitionsmethoden sind 

jedoch kaum bekannt. Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die 

Auswirkungen der relativen Luftfeuchtigkeit und der Substratkühlung auf das 

Einfrieren von Kondenswasser auf bituminösen Oberflächen mit Temperaturen 

unter Null und stellen fest, dass das Einfrieren von Tröpfchen unter schneller 

lokaler und explosiver Erwärmung stattfindet. Wir erklären die damit verbundene 

Physik und stellen fest, dass die relative Luftfeuchtigkeit und Abkühlrate die 

Tröpfchengröße und die Gefriertemperaturen beeinflussen können. Anschließend 

binden wir PCM-Mikrokapseln (Phase Change Material) rational in Bitumen ein 

und nutzen deren latente Wärme, um das Einfrieren erheblich zu verzögern. Dies 

zeigt eine praktikable Option zur Frostminderung. 
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Basierend auf diesem entwickelten Wissen über Superhydrophobie und 

Eisphobie haben wir versucht, das grundlegende Wissen über das Enteisen von 

Straßen über die traditionelle periodische Anwendung der Verwendung von Salz 

und mechanischer Eisentfernung hinaus zu erweitern. Das Phänomen der 

Eisadhäsion wurde hauptsächlich im Hinblick auf sein Erscheinen auf starren, 

homogenen Oberflächen intensiv untersucht, wobei weiche Materialien 

Gegenstand weniger neuerer Untersuchungen sind. Vereisung und Eishaftung 

können auch häufig auf weitgehend heterogenen Oberflächen hinsichtlich ihrer 

chemischen Zusammensetzung und insbesondere des daraus resultierenden 

mechanischen Verhaltens auftreten. Die Eishaftung auf heterogenen Substraten (z. 

B. dem weit verbreiteten Asphaltbeton, der aus in weiches Bitumen eingebetteten 

starren Zuschlagstoffen besteht) ist jedoch kaum verstanden. Im dritten Teil dieser 

Arbeit untersuchen wir die Eisadhäsion an solchen heterogenen Materialien, indem 

wir das Verhalten ihrer beiden Hauptbestandteile, der von Macor® und Bitumen 

modellierten starren Glaskeramikaggregate, dem Verhalten eines Bitumen-

Macor®-Verbundwerkstoffs in Bezug auf angelegte Normalspannungs-, Scher- 

und Verbundspannungen gegenüberstellen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die 

Scherspannung der Eisadhäsion auf Macor® fast doppelt so groß ist wie die auf 

Bitumen mit einem Sprödbruchmodus, während die normalen Komponenten 

dieser Eisadhäsionsspannungen in einem ähnlichen Bereich liegen. Die 

Beschichtung der eisklebendsten Komponente (Macor®) mit einer dünnen 

superhydrophoben Beschichtung zeigt eine geringere Eisadhäsionsspannung auf 

der heterogenen Oberfläche. Wir finden auch eine starke Abhängigkeit der 

Eisadhäsionsspannung von der Reihenfolge des Auftretens der beiden 

Oberflächenmaterialien in Verbundoberflächen. Wenn das starre Material in 
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Richtung der ausgeübten Kraft vor dem Bitumenabschnitt platziert wird, wird eine 

geringere Schereisadhäsionsspannung beobachtet. 

Die grundlegenden Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit verbessern unser Verständnis 

des Verhaltens von Bitumen in Umgebungen unter Null, der Gefrierverzögerung 

durch PCM-Additive und der Verringerung der Eishaftung durch 

Aggregatbeschichtungen und unterstützen uns bei unserem Streben nach einer 

besseren Dichtungs- und Straßeneigenschaften. Für die praktische Anwendung 

dieser Lösungen sind jedoch weitere Forschungsarbeiten erforderlich. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Bituminous roads are exposed to water and harsh cold environmental 

conditions. The icing on asphalt concrete (AC) can cause accidents and slowing 

down traffic. Alleviating ice formation on roads requires time, energy, and 

equipment to ensure safe driving and reduce the risk of winter accidents due to 

icing 1–3. The removal of snow and winter maintenance is an important hazard in 

Switzerland and considerable costs are associated with winter maintenance. One 

day of the national roads winter maintenance costs in average one million Swiss 

francs (MCHF) 4. Yearly expenses add up to ca. 20 MCHF for light winter 

maintenance, whereas in the case of heavy maintenance of roads, costs can reach 

50 MCHF or more 4. To address this problem, deicing techniques are employed but 

mostly limited to the mechanical removal, chemical deicers, and salt usages 

(predominantly sodium chloride) 5–7. Eventually, drained salt can be harmful to the 

environment and cause salty underground and surface water resources 8–10. 

Moreover, salt and brine can interact with bituminous mixtures commonly 

manifested as either the loss of cohesive strength within the mastic or the loss of 

adhesion between the binder and the aggregate that is resulting in bitumen-

aggregate stripping, pavement degradation, and shortens pavements’ service life 11–

13. 

Current approaches have caused an overreliance on environmentally 

threatening and pavement damaging techniques. Thus, novel technologies, 

including microwave and conductive heating methods, are developed to remove ice 

14–17, but mostly are energy and time-consuming with limited performance. Early 

mentioned active deicing methods are demanding an on-site operation while 
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passive deicing modification can keep road surfaces ice-free without requiring real-

time maintenance such as asphalt mixtures with embedded salt or modified with 

recycled crumb rubber 18–22. Moving toward sustainable and robust solutions for 

deicing bituminous surfaces, complementary advanced passive deicing or anti-icing 

approaches are needed. These desired modifications could rely on the use of 

rationally engineering of icephobic materials—especially those that can leverage 

renewable available energy resources such as solar—which can perform well even 

under harsh environmental conditions. Phase change materials (PCM) can perform 

as a heat reservoir over the period that extra energy is available and release the heat 

when is needed. This function is critical for asphalt mixtures and can protect 

bitumen against warm sunlight overheating and high-temperature rutting, while 

over cold nights, the stored heat can be released and postpone icing and cold 

temperature cracking of asphalt surfaces 23–28. In cases icing happens, the low ice 

adhesion stresses of the icephobic treated surface make it possible to remove ice 

over many freeze/thaw cycles 29–32. 

In this thesis, the primary aim was set to perform fundamental research 

toward understanding the properties of bituminous surfaces at subzero 

temperatures and their interaction with water and ice. This manuscript first 

introduces the theoretical background, followed by three studies focused on the 

behavior of bituminous surfaces at subzero temperatures, bitumen in contact with 

water over condensation freezing phenomena, and ice adhesion measurement on 

bitumen and model aggregates. This work presents two modifications for each of 

the asphalt concrete components toward achieving intrinsic icephobic properties 

on bituminous surfaces. It is shown that embedded PCM microcapsules can delay 

condensation freezing on the bitumen surface. Indeed, surface treatment of the 
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model aggregates (as the most ice adhesive component of the asphalt composite) 

can reduce ice adhesion stresses to half. Outcomes of the thesis can pave a roadmap 

for future projects in designing intrinsic icephobic bituminous materials. 
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2 FUNDAMENTALS 

This chapter summarizes the theoretical and experimental knowledge needed 

to understand the behavior of bitumen at cold temperatures. Sections 2.1 

introduces different bitumen applications. Section 2.2 summarizes the properties 

of commonly used aggregates in asphalt concrete and introduces a model material. 

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 focus on the chemical and mechanical properties of the 

bitumen binder. In section 2.5, the principles of surface science are explained. 

Section 2.6 provides fundamental knowledge of water phase changes and ice 

interaction with substrate described in section 2.7. 

 Bituminous mixtures 

Bitumen is used in more than 250 modern applications such as 

waterproofing, binding of composite materials, roofing, paving surfaces, and pipe 

wrapping 33. The most considerable portion (ca. 75%) of bitumen production is 

consumed in airports, waterways, road constructions, and ca. 20% is dedicated to 

roofing applications 34. Asphalt concrete is a composite mixture of aggregates glued 

together with a bitumen binder. Our findings in this thesis focus on understanding 

the fundamentals of icing on the bituminous road surface, but the outcomes are 

not limited to only this bitumen application. 

 Aggregates 

Aggregates are the backbone of asphalt concrete and principal load-

supporting components of the roads. Aggregates (or mineral aggregates) are hard 

materials such as crushed stone, rock dust, slag, sand, or gravel. Selected and sieved 
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aggregates are mixed with the bitumen binder to form asphalt concrete. Surface 

roughness, porosity, and chemistry of aggregates can affect the asphalt mixture's 

performance and water susceptibility 35,36. Changes can take place in the binder's 

properties as a function of the chemistry of aggregates in the mixture 37. Oxides in 

rocks such as Al2O3, Fe2O3, MnO, and MgO can protect the asphalt mixture from 

moisture damages, whereas this phenomenon is promoted by oxides such as SiO2 

in the rocks 37. 

 MACOR® 

In this study, the average properties of commonly used mineral aggregates 

were modeled by a commercial machinable glass-ceramic named Macor®. It is a 

white, rigid, and porcelain-like material composed of 55 wt.% fluorophlogopite 

mica in a 45 wt.% borosilicate glass matrix 38. The approximate composition 

compounds of Macor® are: 46 wt.% SiO2, 17 wt.% MgO, 16 wt.% Al2O3, 10 wt.% 

K2O, 7 wt.% B2O3, and 4 wt.% F (fluorine) 38. 

 Bitumen 

Bitumen is a black, sticky, viscoelastic material and primarily originated from 

the crude oil refinery. For over 5000 years, bitumen has been used as waterproofing 

and binding material 33. The bitumen composition varies according to the crude oil 

source 33 and contains a complex composition of hydrocarbons (carbon 80–88 

wt.%, hydrogen: 8–12 wt.%) and elements such as oxygen (0–2 wt.%), sulfur (0–9 

wt.%), nitrogen (0–2 wt.%), and heavy metals such as vanadium ( < 2000 part per 

million (ppm)) and nickel (< 200 ppm). In the following sections, we will discuss 

the properties of bitumen in detail. Parts of the discussions are based on "The Shell 

bitumen handbook" by Reed and Whiteoak 33 and a review paper from Lesueur 39. 
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 BITUMEN FRACTIONS (SARA) 

Bitumen can be separated into four characteristic finite fractions: saturates, 

aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes (initiated as SARA fractions) based on the 

molecules' solubility, polarity, molar mass, and aromatic content 40. The molecular 

weight of bitumen typically is in the range of 600–1500 g/mol 39. Bitumen, on 

average, contains saturates at (5–15 wt.%), which are non-polar long saturated 

hydrocarbons chains (CnH2n+2) containing (C20–C50) kinds of paraffin. This 

colorless or light color fraction has a low glass transition ca. -70 °C. Aromatics have 

a share of (30–45 wt.%) in the bitumen with yellowish or reddish color at room 

temperatures. Aromatic fraction has a higher viscosity than the saturates with a glass 

transition temperature close to that of the bulk bitumen at ca. -20 °C. Resins (30–

45 wt.%) are polar aromatics. Unlike saturates and aromatics which are oily and 

liquidy at room condition, resins are black and solid without showing a distinct glass 

transition point. Resins and aromatics form the most considerable portion of the 

bitumen. These three fractions (saturates, aromatics, and resigns) together are called 

maltenes. Asphaltenes are present in lower concentrations (5–20 wt.%), causing 

bitumen viscosity. Asphaltenes are in the form of black powder in room condition 

and form micelles while diluting in toluene solvent. 

 BITUMEN MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 

Direct investigation of bitumen structure under X-ray or neutron scattering 

confirms the heterogeneous nature of bitumen. Early developed models such as 

sol-gel and dispersed polar fluid have a limited validity on describing bitumen 

behavior in different conditions, while colloidal structure can interpret many 

experimental results of bitumen. Resins as polar components of the maltenes have 
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critically contributed to bitumen stability, acting as a stabilizer for the asphaltenes 

in the colloidal bitumen structure. The colloidal model predictions are consistent 

with the collected results on the bitumen glass transition by thermal analysis 39. 

Giving weight to other hypotheses, it can be interpreted that solubility and wax 

content can control the bitumen morphology 41–43. It can be concluded that the 

bitumen molecular structure is very complex, and possibly co-crystallization over 

heterogeneous nucleation and interaction regarding the ratio of different 

components such as wax and polar molecular can alter the bitumen molecular 

structure 44–48.  

 THERMAL PROPERTIES OF BITUMEN 

Bitumen exhibits glass transition at ca. -20 °C, but depending on the bitumen 

source and its chemistry, the transition can happen in a broader range from 5 °C to 

-40 °C. Bitumen has low thermal conductivity, and due to its black color, most of 

the heat is stored in it and causes rutting in the long term. On the other hand, 

bitumen loses its viscoelastic properties in cold temperatures and causes cold 

temperature cracks. Phase change materials (PCMs) as heat capacitors can be tuned 

to absorb the excess heat at high temperatures and release the heat at required cold 

temperatures. In Chapter 4 of this work, the potential application of PCM modified 

bitumen in delaying condensation of moisture and its solidification as well as 

keeping bitumen ice-free at subzero temperatures is reported. 

 RHEOLOGY OF BITUMEN 

In addition to the commonly used experimental analysis used for the other 

viscoelastic materials, several exclusively empirical tests such as needle penetration 
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and ring and ball test are designed for bitumen, based on the requirements and 

standards of different countries/regions. In this study, we followed EN 1426 

standard for needle penetration, and the softening temperature was measured by 

using a ring and ball test based on the EN 1427 procedure. To analyze bitumen's 

low-temperature mechanical properties, we used a dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) 

at different temperatures and frequencies based on EN 14770 protocol. In the case 

of the viscoelastic material such as bitumen, several spring-dashpot configuration 

models attempted to explain the non-linear dependency of stress and strain versus 

time. Bitumen at cold temperatures exhibits more elastic properties. By lowering 

the bitumen temperature, the complex shear modulus reaches a plateau around a 

value of 1 GPa independent of the shear frequency and temperature 39,49. 

 Bitumen Surface Microstructure 

It is shown that the bitumen surface develops surface microstructures, 

namely, catana (bee structure), peri, and para domain 50,51. Contradictory 

information exists on the origin and mechanism of the formation of these 

microstructures 41,44,51–53. The catana domain morphology is dependent on the 

thermal history and the bitumen chemical composition. The surface buckling 

model can explain the surface wrinkling and formation of the catana domain due 

to the surface waxy layer mechanical mismatching stress with the substrate bulk 

bitumen 52. Mechanically scratching the catana domain on a micrometer scale using 

an atomic microscope (AFM) probe confirms that bitumen surface microstructures 

are a surface phenomenon 54. Chapter 3 of this thesis will discuss the effect of cold 

temperatures on the bitumen surface microstructures in detail. Bituminous surfaces 

are exposed to  condensation and freezing at cold temperatures. The principles of 

wetting and phase change are explained in the following sections. 
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 Surface Energy and Wettability 

The topic of wetting describes how a liquid medium can maintain interaction 

with a solid when they are brought into contact. This contact zone between two 

separate materials is called a liquid-solid interface. Similarly, each of the liquid and 

solid mediums can form interfaces with surrounding vapor/air, namely liquid-gas 

and solid-gas interfaces, respectively. While molecules in the bulk liquid are 

experiencing net zero force by the same neighboring molecules, attractive forces 

from all directions. In contrast, the molecules at the interfaces are exposed to 

foreign molecules. Molecules in the interface prefer to remain in bulk due to this 

energetically unfavorable condition at the interface. The energy associated with 

creating each specific surface at the interface of two materials (i and j) is known as 

surface energy (γij). Surface energy is the work required to increase the interfacial 

area by a certain amount. The unit is surface energy per area, or in other words, 

surface tension J/m2, or N/m 55. On smooth solid substrates, the equilibrium 

contact angle (θ) is related to the balance between the horizontal component of the 

interfacial tension of liquid-gas (γLG, liquid surface tension), solid surface-gas (γSG), 

and liquid-solid (γLS) at the three-phase contact line. When placing a droplet on a 

surface, depending on the balance of surface tensions, the so-called spreading 

parameter (S), the droplet either spreads on the surface in a wetting state (𝑆 >  0) 

or will stay non-wetting (𝑆 <  0) with a spherical cap shape and minimized contact 

interface area. 

𝑆 = 𝛾𝑆𝐺 − (𝛾𝑆𝐿 + 𝛾𝐿𝐺) (2-1) 
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The relation of surface tensions is defined by the Young equation 56 on ideal 

flat, rigid, and chemically homogeneous solid surfaces as follows: 

cos 𝜃 =
𝛾𝑆𝐺 − 𝛾𝑆𝐿

𝛾𝐿𝐺
 

(2-2) 

However, due to surface roughness, impurities, and heterogeneous 

chemistry, ideal surface conditions are not always valid. Therefore, usually, the 

wettability of surfaces is examined by measuring the apparent contact angle 𝜃∗ of a 

liquid droplet on a surface (Figure 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1 Liquid droplet on a solid surface in equilibrium condition. Arrows 
indicate surface tensions for each interface. 

When the fluid is water, small contact angles (< 90ᵒ) define the surface 

property of hydrophilicity. While, hydrophobicity is characterized by high contact 

angles (> 90ᵒ), where θ is the equilibrium contact angle. Extraordinary non-wetting 

properties initially inspired by naturally water-repellent surfaces, such as lotus leaves 

57 and butterfly wings 58. Micro- and nanostructured surface roughness impact 

combined with a low energy surface coating present named superhydrophobicity 

with 𝜃∗ > 150ᵒ and low contact angle hysteresis 59–63. Contact angle hysteresis 

indicated droplet mobility by the difference between advancing and receding 
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contact angle. While the advancing contact angle, 𝜃advancing
∗  is the largest contact 

angle during a droplet wetting or moving forward and the receding contact angle. 

𝜃receding
∗  is the smallest contact angle while reducing volume or dewetting. Figure 

2.2 shows a sliding droplet down on a tilted solid substrate.  

 

Figure 2.2 Sliding droplet down on a tilted solid substrate. Apparent contact angle in 
the front and receding contact angle in the rear. 

If a drop sits on a surface combination of the surface roughness and trapped 

air between remains under the droplet, this state is called composite or Cassie-

Baxter state with low CAH and easy to roll 64. Otherwise, drop penetrates between 

pillars and liquid completely wets inside of the pillars, and this state is called Wenzel 

state 65 (Figure 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3 Wetting status on surface roughness. a) Cassie-Baxter state, b) Wenzel state. 
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Fabrication limits and fragility of most of such nano-engineered textures 

make them inappropriate for road materials. While using spraying processes can 

modify aggregates' surfaces to obtain the desired surface structures for 

superhydrophobicity 66. 

 Water Phase Change Phenomena 

After introducing the fundamentals of water wetting, the topic of water phase 

change related to the condensation and freezing phenomena will be addressed. Part 

of the discussion is based on the "Ice Physics" book by Hobbs 67 and " 

Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics" book by Moran et al. 68. Water can 

exist in three states, gas (vapor), liquid, and solid (ice). Possible phase changes 

between every two of these phases are: condensation (and evaporation), which 

express the transition from vapor to the liquid state (and contrariwise); freezing 

(and melting), which respectively represent the change from liquid to solid-state 

(and vice versa); and desublimation (and sublimation), that describe the direct 

transition from vapors to ice (and inversed). In the following sub-sections, the topic 

of water phases on the water phase diagram will be continued and, then the 

mechanism of supercooling will be described by classical nucleation. Later, it will 

be explained in detail each of the related water phase change phenomena for this 

work such as, water condensation, freezing, and frosting. 

 WATER PHASE DIAGRAM 

Figure 2.4 shows the conventional water phase diagram. The solid black line 

divides the pressure versus temperature diagram into three vapor, liquid, and solid 

phases. The triple point (TP), where three water phases meet and the critical point 

(CP) in thermodynamics, is the endpoint of the liquid-vapor phase. It can be noted 
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both pressure and temperature can contribute to water phase change. In the 

following lines, more details will be provided on condensation, freezing, and 

frosting. This study aims to understand the fundamentals of icing on road materials, 

therefore melting, evaporation of water are not further discussed according to their 

lower priority in this study. 

 

Figure 2.4 Conventional pressure versus temperature of the water phase diagram. 
The triple contact point (TP), where three water phases meet and the critical point (CP) in 

thermodynamics, is the liquid-vapor phase's endpoint (adapted from 69). 

 CLASSICAL NUCLEATION THEORY 

Nucleation theory provides the fundamental understanding of how phase 

change initiates. Here the case of freezing nucleation is described while changing a 

few notations can generalize the theory of freezing nucleation to the condensation 

and desublimation applications. Usually, water freezes from a supercooled liquid 

state. Over this thermodynamically unstable condition, nanoscopic molecular 
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assembly in the host phase, namely ice embryo ice embryos, are born and destroyed 

continuously unless they pass a critical size and continue growing. Homogeneous 

nucleation happens when only water molecules involve and initiates freezing 

nucleation. The critical size is defined according to an energy barrier derived by 

Gibbs free energy: 

∆𝐺 =  𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝐺𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (2-3) 

Taking notation of L for liquid and S for solid, the energy associated with the 

creation of an embryo can be formulated as: 

∆𝐺𝐿𝑆 =  𝛾𝐿𝑆𝐴 + 𝑛𝑠(𝜇𝑠 − 𝜇𝐿)𝑉 (2-4) 

Where 𝛾𝐿𝑉 is the interfacial energy between the liquid and the ice phase and 

𝐴 is the surface and 𝑉 is the volume of the nascent embryo; 𝑛𝑠 is the number of 

molecules per unit volume of the ice phase, 𝜇𝑆 and 𝜇𝐿 are the chemical potentials 

of the solid and liquid phases, respectively. Furthermore, we can define the 

difference in chemical potentials as a function of measurable variables of 

temperature 𝑇 and pressure 𝑃: 

𝜇𝑠 − 𝜇𝐿 = −𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln
𝑃𝐿

𝑃𝑠
 

(2-5) 

Where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann's constant and 𝑃𝐿 and  𝑃𝑆 are the saturated vapor 

pressures over plane surfaces of water and ice at temperature 𝑇, respectively. By 

taking assumption of 𝑉 =
4

3
𝜋𝑟3𝛼 and 𝐴 = 4𝜋𝑟2𝛽, where r is the embryo radius, 

which 𝛼 and 𝛽 both are numerical factors larger than unity and are used to adjust 

for non-spherical embryo shapes. Finally, it yields to: 
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∆𝐺𝐿𝑆 =  4𝜋𝑟2𝛽 𝛾𝐿𝑆 −
4

3
𝜋𝑟3𝛼 𝑛𝑠𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln

𝑃𝐿

𝑃𝑠
 

(2-6) 

The Gibbs free energy plotted in Figure 2.5a shows the balance between 

driving volumetric released energy 𝐺𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 with opposing 𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒, the energy 

which has to be provided to create the new forming interface between the new 

frozen phase with the surrounding initial liquid phase. 

 

Figure 2.5 The difference in Gibbs free energy, as a function of ice embryo radius 

and liquid water temperature. a) Balance between driving volumetric 𝐺𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  with 

opposing 𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  Gibbs free energies, b) Gibbs free energy associated with nucleation at 

three different temperatures. 

Therefore after a critical radius, the favorable volumetric energy increases 

faster and overcomes the opposing surface energy. At lower temperatures, 

supercooling requires a lower energy barrier and minor associated critical energy 

barrier to form a stable embryo Figure 2.5b. The value of the critical radius (𝑟∗) can 

be calculated by setting 𝜕∆𝐺𝐿𝑆/𝜕𝑟 =  0, we get: 

𝑟𝐿𝑆
∗ =

2𝛽𝛾𝐿𝑆

𝛼𝑛𝑆𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln
𝑃𝐿

𝑃𝑆
 
  

 
(2-7) 
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Given critical radius and substitution of 𝑟𝐿𝑆
∗ , to equation (2-6), yields to 

corresponding critical Gibbs free energy barrier (∆𝐺∗): 

∆𝐺𝐿𝑆
∗ = 16𝜋𝛾𝐿𝑆3

𝜁 (3 [𝑛𝑆𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln
𝑃𝐿

𝑃𝑆
]

2

)⁄  
 

(2-8) 

Where 𝜁 = 𝛽3 𝛼2⁄ . If the homogeneous nucleation was the only possible 

mechanism of freezing, it could take an infinite time to initiate freezing a droplet. 

While in reality, during the heterogeneous nucleation, some other materials such as 

a solid surface, impurity in water, or a speck of foreign dust can contribute. In the 

case of heterogeneous nucleation numerical factor, 0 < 𝑓 < 1 as a function of the 

foreign particle size, surface, and substrate topography modifies Gibbs free energy 

barrier associated with homogeneous nucleation: 

∆𝐺𝐿𝑆,ℎ𝑒𝑡
∗ = 𝑓. ∆𝐺𝐿𝑆

∗  (2-9) 

 CONDENSATION 

Condensation is the change of water vapor into a liquid state. Condensation 

commonly happens when either a vapor in a gas state is cooled or compressed to 

its saturation condition. The available vapor pressure ratio to the maximum possible 

saturation pressure is shown as relative humidity percentage (RH%). The 

temperature associated with the saturation condition is the dew point. 

Condensation can occur from vapor in contact with surfaces colder than the vapor 

dew point. In this case, the vapor in the vicinity of the surface cools, and the vapor 

pressure in the gas phase reaches a maximal threshold. Substrate wettability can 

significantly alter vapor condensation initiation and the condensed droplets' 

mobility. The effect of vapor RH and substrate cooling rate on the condensation 

and freezing on bitumen surface are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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 FREEZING 

As soon as an ice embryo size in a supercooled liquid exceeds the critical 

radius, the liquid water turns into ice. The water molecules inevitably do a transition 

from the liquid to a solid-state. Once the stable ice nucleation initiates, the 

supercooled droplet starts to freeze in a two-step process. The liquid state has 

higher energy when molecules can randomly make a free motion, while the solid-

state has limited motion. Therefore, as a result of freezing, water molecules undergo 

a phase change. Over the so-called recalescent freezing, an explosive and fast latent 

heat volumetrically releases, the supercooled water turns opaque due to a slushy 

mixture of water and ice. The latent heat of phase change releases in a fraction of a 

second in a practically adiabatic condition and consequently self-heating the droplet 

temperature up to the equilibrium freezing temperature of ~ 0 °C. Over the second 

step of freezing, the remaining liquid isothermally freezes during a considerable 

several order of magnitude slower process compared to the initial step. 

 FROSTING 

One of the prevalent examples of surface icing is ice nucleation from the 

vapor state, which is better known as frosting. Frosting happens when a surface at 

temperatures below the water freezing point is exposed to a sufficient amount of 

water vapor in the air; after that, frost formation and densification continue to cover 

the surface with ice crystals and dendrites. Although this process takes place on 

roads and is named black ice (thin transparent ice) in this study, we observed 

frosting after condensation freezing on the frozen droplets without having a 

detailed study on frost formation and densification patterns. 
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 Ice and Substrate Interaction 

Assuming the earlier mentioned liquid droplet on a solid surface undergoes 

the freezing process. The newly formed ice-solid interface replaces the initial liquid-

solid interface. This work of adhesion per unit area 𝑊𝑎 can thermodynamically 

describe the energy required to break the interface of the new-formed ice (I) with 

the solid substrate as: 

𝑊𝑎 =  𝛾𝑆𝐺 + 𝛾𝐼𝐺 − 𝛾𝑆𝐼 (2-10) 

Inserting 𝛾𝑆𝐺from equation (2-2) into equation (2-10) shows that: 

𝑊𝑎 =  𝛾𝐿𝐺 cos 𝜃 + 𝛾𝐼𝐺 + (𝛾𝑆𝐿 − 𝛾𝑆𝐼) (2-11) 

The ice work of adhesion is scaled with the receding contact angle. 

Considering that the surface energies of ice and water are approximately equal 70 

and assuming that the interfacial energies are also similar, we can obtain 71,72: 

𝑊𝑎 ≈  𝛾𝐿𝐺(1 + cos 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
∗ ) (2-12) 

The receding contact angle is the smallest contact angle on the surface that 

results in the maximum work of ice adhesion 73. 

 CONSEQUENCES OF ICING AND ITS PREVENTION 

Having mentioned the general implications of the water phase change 

phenomena, the icing on surfaces leads to negative consequences in many 

applications such as roads. In this study, we aim to understand the fundamentals of 

the icephobic bituminous materials and introducing passive approaches, meaning 

one does not need the energy to induce de-icing or prevent ice formation. Needless 

to say, the drawbacks of the traditional ice removal approaches such as salt, heating, 

and mechanical removal. It has been shown that some hydrophobic surfaces could 
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potentially be of use for icing prevention, but superhydrophobic surfaces have not 

shown icephobic properties in all conditions 74,75. The term "icephobic" refers to 

material properties under three main circumstances 74,76: First, icephobic materials 

can remain ice-free longer than other materials at subzero temperature conditions 

77–79; Second, surfaces with a low ice adhesion (shear strength) in the range of 500 

kPa (and even lower, most favorably less than 150 kPa) can also be called icephobic 

74,80–82; and third, water-repellent surfaces and surfaces from which droplets self-

dislodge are also categorized as SHS and icephobic materials 83,84. Several 

parameters, such as surface chemistry 85–88, surface geometry and roughness 89–92, 

thermal conductivity 93, and substrate compliance 94,95, can alter surface water affinity 

and later, ice nucleation and adhesion. 
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 Abstract 

Bitumen is a widely used material employed as a binder in pavement 

engineering and as a surface sealant in construction. Its surface microstructure and 

microscale properties have been shown to be temperature-dependent, with effects 

manifesting themselves on surface composition and texture, including the 

formation of the visually striking catana “bee”-like structures. Despite the 

importance of a good performance of bitumen in subzero environments (< 0 C), 

the behavior of bitumen surface texture and composition at cold temperatures, 

affecting cracking, degradation, and road icing, has received practically no attention. 

In particular, such knowledge is relevant to world regions experiencing long periods 

of subzero temperatures during the year. Employing advanced atomic force 

microscopy combined with infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) and an environmental 

chamber, we demonstrate the ability to characterize surface structure and 

composition with nanoscale precision for a broad range of temperatures. We show 

that cooling bitumen to subzero temperatures can have several interesting effects 

on its surface micro-texture, nano-texture, and composition, especially on its three 

surface domains, catana, peri, and para. We found that the para domain coarsens 

and extends to form an interfacial transition domain (characterized by increasing 

surface roughness with peri domain composition) between the para and peri 

domains. We show that the catana and peri domains have a similar composition, 

but have different mechanical and chemical properties compared to the para 

domain. The essential findings of this work improve our understanding of the 

behavior of bitumen in subzero environments, aiding us in our quest towards 

attaining better road and sealant performance. 
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 Introduction 

Asphalt concrete is a composite material containing conventionally ca. 5% 

bituminous binder and ca. 95% mineral aggregates by weight 33. Even though only 

a small percentage of the asphalt concrete weight fraction is bitumen, due to its 

binding role, bitumen is indispensable and is mainly responsible for the mechanical 

and viscoelastic properties of the asphalt concrete mixture 33. Bitumen, a bi-product 

of crude oil, has a complex chemical makeup and should maintain its desirable 

properties over a range of temperatures and environmental conditions; this is an 

important aspect of pavement and sealant design 96. Previous work has shown that 

the bitumen surface develops three distinct microstructural domains after 

annealing: The “bee” structure or catana domain is wrinkled, with hills and valleys, 

and owes its name to the Greek words: cato (low) and ano (high). The catana 

domain is surrounded by the waxy peri (Greek meaning “around”) domain. The 

final domain is named para (Greek meaning neighboring) and is softer relative to 

the other domains 50. The peri domain consists mostly of lightweight saturates 

(waxy, thin film in nm scale) 52. Crystallization of lightweight waxy saturates (n-

heptane insoluble components 97) on the surface during cooling creates a thin film 

43. Previous work showed that during cooling, the material surrounding and 

underlying the wax shrinks, compressing the film, and beyond a critical strain, 

forces it to buckle and to form wrinkles 52,98,99.  After exposure to high temperatures, 

the surface composition of bitumen can change 100–103. The so-called “surface 

microstructures” 41,44,52,104–107 and the properties of bitumen are also affected by 

temperature. Bitumen behaves like a Newtonian fluid above its melting point and 

as a viscoelastic material below it 39,108. It consists of four main hydrocarbon 
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fractions, saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes, each having different 

physiochemical and thermal properties 109. These are termed SARA fractions, based 

on increasing molecular weight and molecular polarity 109–115. Aromatics play an 

essential role in microstructure formation 116. To date, the distribution of SARA 

fractions in the different surface domains of bitumen remains unclear. 

Developing higher resolution microscopy techniques—especially chemical 

imaging—enable us to understand the complex surface chemistry and the rich 

surface microstructure of bitumen better. Previous works have used TOF-SIMS 

(time of flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy) to perform chemical 

characterization of bitumen based on molecular mass. While TOF-SIMS has 

excellent depth resolution (nanoscale) 117, the main drawback of TOF-SIMS for 

imaging of bitumen is that it operates under vacuum, so to assure stability of a 

volatile sample like bitumen the sample is normally cooled to -80 °C, which is far 

from the conditions of interest for many applications 118,119. In comparison to AFM, 

it also has a lower resolution of 1 µm, which is not sufficient to capture all the 

chemical details of bitumen surface submicron-structures.  

Other works on chemical imaging of bitumen used the s-SNOM (scattering-

type scanning near-field optical microscopy) technique, which has a lateral 

resolution of 10 nm and a depth resolution of ~1-10 nm 118,119. Previous reports 

that used s-SNOM to characterize bitumen found a distinguishable chemical 

difference between the para and peri domains and showed that concentrations of 

sulfoxide and carbonyl groups are different in the peri and para domains 120; 

however, the IR spectra of these domains are not reported. The s-SNOM technique 

depends on the complex optical properties of the sample, tip, and underlying 

substrate of the sample to measures the amount of the scattered light from sample 
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121. Therefore s-SNOM performs best on rigid materials that also efficiently scatter 

light. However, it is more challenging to characterize, soft and high coefficient light-

absorber materials such as bitumen, with s-SNOM 121, while materials with 

significant thermal expansion coefficient (αexp) and small thermal conductivity are 

generally easy to measure with AFM-IR 122. 

The AFM-IR technique uses the quick and short local thermal expansion of 

the under investigation material recognized as a force impulse for the cantilever and 

drives the cantilever into simultaneous multiple oscillatory modes (i.e., 

Eigenmodes). The cantilever oscillation amplitude is directly proportional to the 

absorbed IR light amount and absorption coefficient 121,123–125. The deflection of the 

cantilever in the AFM-IR technique provides a direct measurement of the absorbed 

light, and it provides some advantages in comparison to other techniques, as 

discussed in the sequel. AFM-IR is a model-free IR absorption spectroscopy 

without band distortions and peak shifts, and the results of this technique are 

suitable for the analytical characterizing of the chemical composition of organic and 

polymeric materials such as bitumen with an excellent correlation to conventional 

FTIR (Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy) results 121. A recently published 

study 126 on bitumen using a similar AFM-IR device and sample preparation method 

reports on the chemical composition of the surface of bitumen at the nanoscale. 

Specifically, the authors report on topography maps, phase maps, functional group 

distribution maps, and infrared spectra of base bitumen samples before and after 

aging. The results strongly suggest that the chemical fractions of each phase on the 

bitumen surface are quite similar and have a higher polarity than that of the bulk 

material.  
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The main advantage of the AFM-IR technique in comparison to the ones 

mentioned above is that it allows investigating the chemical composition of the 

surface of bitumen with nanoscale resolution independent of surface complex 

optical properties and under environmental conditions that were more relevant for 

bitumen applications. Therefore, we chose the AFM-IR technique to perform cold 

temperature studies on bitumen samples in simulated winter conditions. The 

method has the potential to give insight into the mechanisms responsible for 

morphological and compositional changes of bitumen with temperature. Only a 

few works have investigated the relationship between surface topography and 

composition as a function of temperature. In addition, those that did, focus on high 

temperatures 40,44,45,47,127–130  with limited knowledge existing for colder temperatures. 

Here we show how the surface texture and composition of bitumen at the 

micro/nanoscale can undergo significant changes when cooled to subzero 

temperatures (< 0 C). Employing AFM-IR, we observe a change in surface 

roughness at the para-peri interface during cooling, which we term the interfacial 

“transition” domain. We show that, chemically, the transition domain is similar to 

the para domain. We also show that within the para domain, certain island-like 

rougher features appear during cooling, which is termed “sal” sub-domain 104. At 

high cooling rates, the para domain is rich in sal sub-domains, but at slow cooling 

rates, the transition domain is dominant. The para domain was found to be 

chemically and mechanically distinct compared to the other surface domains. These 

findings advance our understanding of bitumen surface behavior, in particular as it 

relates to its use at cold climates. 
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 Materials and Methods 

 MATERIALS 

We used bitumen of medium softness (penetration grade 70/100, EN 1426, 

from the Middle East origin). This bitumen contains natural wax, with a needle 

penetration of 82 (0.1 mm), a softening point of 45.8°C, and dynamic viscosity of 

163 Pa-s at 60 °C. Inter-laboratory studies on this bitumen using differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) at heating/cooling rate of 10°C/min have shown a 

glass transition temperature 𝑇𝑔 of ca -20 °C and a melting peak of ca 28 °C. The 

SARA factions reported are 3.8, 59.6, 22.2, and 14.6 respectively 130. The DSC 

results depend on the cooling rate as reported and discussed in the Appendix A. 

The usual sample preparation methods for AFM studies of bitumen include 

heat 51 and solvent casting 131. The heat-casting method has less of an effect on 

bitumen’s initial properties as it uses no solvent; therefore, we used it for sample 

preparation in this study 40. To avoid a thin oxidized top layer, we always extracted 

bitumen samples (1.5±0.5 mg) with a laboratory spatula at room temperature from 

a few centimeters below the surface of a bitumen bucket and spread it on a 

microscope coverslip. This created a thin bitumen film that covers an area of ~4 

mm2 with 500 µm thickness (see Figure A.1a and related supplementary information 

in Appendix A for calculation details).  We then covered the bitumen samples with 

a Petri dish and annealed them on a hot plate (110 °C) for five minutes. Then, we 

transferred the samples to a refrigerator (3 ± 2 °C) for 5 min to quench them to 

room temperature. We chose this time and temperature to minimize high-

temperature aging and to ensure a sufficiently smooth sample surface for 
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subsequent AFM scans 40,53,130. Thermal history plays a significant role in the 

molecular reorganization of bitumen components 25; therefore, following the 

above protocol was important in order to obtain consistent results. AFM scans 

were conducted on the prepared samples a few hours after preparation. 

 BULK CHEMISTRY CHARACTERIZATION 

We characterized the chemistry of bitumen with the ATR-FTIR (Attenuated 

Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) method using a 

Bruker Tensor 27 system (wavenumber range: 600 cm-1 to 3600 cm-1; resolution: 4 

cm-1). Each final spectrum represents an accumulation of 32 individual spectra of 

the bulk material. First, the diamond detector surface of the FTIR device was 

cleaned with acetone. Then, a small quantity of bitumen was applied on the detector 

crystal at room temperature covering an area of ~2 mm2. Before running the 

measurement, the lid of the FTIR device was closed, squeezing the bitumen on the 

diamond detector to create a thin uniform film. 

 AFM-IR CHARACTERIZATION 

The AFM-IR technique can measure absorption spectra locally and can be 

used to chemically characterize a material with nanometer resolution in addition to 

the standard capabilities of an AFM. Both IR mapping and nanoscale IR spectra 

were carried out with a nanoIR2 device from Anasys Inc./Bruker at a suitable IR 

range of 892 cm-1 to 1958 cm-1 wavenumbers for characterizing organic materials 

such as bitumen. 

Figure 3.1 presents an overview of the AFM-IR technique used in this study. 

It demonstrates chemical characterization measurements of the bitumen surface 
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microstructures. Figure 3.1a shows an example of an AFM phase scan of bitumen 

at -20 C (false-colored), revealing several microstructural domains. The bee-like 

striped area (yellow line indicates its boundary in Figure 3.1a) is the catana 

(wrinkled) domain, surrounded by the peri domain. The false-colored green area is 

the transition domain, and the blue area is the para domain. The red highlighted 

areas within the para domain are the sal sub-domains. The sal sub-domain and 

transition domain emerge exclusively as a result of cooling to cold temperatures. 

 

Figure 3.1 Principles and findings of the AFM-IR technique. a) Artificially colored 
phase image at T1=-20 ºC of a stepwise cooling sequence defined later. The highlighted regions 
with yellow stripes are the catana domains, and their surrounding area is the peri domain, false-
colored green is the transition domain, blue is the para domain, and red denotes the sal sub-
domain islands. White scale bar: 1 µm. b) Schematic of bitumen sample on a glass substrate in 
the enclosed humidity and temperate chamber. We used copper and aluminum disks (each 1 
mm thickness) to elevate the sample. Color dots show the location of three thermocouples, 
red dot: stage temperature thermocouple (T1), green dot: thermocouple for surface 
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temperature (T2), blue dot: thermocouple as environmental temperature sensor (T3). c) 
Drawing shows tapping cantilever following the surface profile to create the tapping AFM 
topography scan in first mechanical resonance mode (T1=25 ºC). d) AFM phase image (phase 
map) detects surface properties such as mechanical compliance. Softer substrate shifts 
oscillating cantilever phase and causes phase lag, which corresponds to the darker phase 
contrast in the AFM phase scan (T1=25 ºC). e) Schematic drawing of an AFM-IR scan. The 
pulse IR laser shifts the cantilever to its second mechanical resonance by thermal expansion of 
the excited substrate with the  IR laser at a favorable wavenumber. Example of IR map at the 

same location scanned at 1456 cm-1 wavenumber (T1=25 ºC). 

Figure 3.1b shows a schematic indicating the position of the bitumen sample 

in the enclosed chamber while performing AFM-IR scans under controlled 

humidity and temperature conditions. We used aluminum and copper disks to 

elevate the sample position for the AFM-IR measurements. The environmental 

chamber position is under the AFM head to make an enclosed space for the 

cantilever probe and sample to run AFM-IR scans in controlled conditions. A 

thermoelectric, water-cooled device under the sample holder controls the sample 

stage temperature. The circulating water temperature never goes below its freezing 

temperature, and to prevent condensation and frost on the sample surface, all AFM 

scans were performed under continuous Nitrogen flow resulting in a dry 

environment (RH < 3%, T3=20 ± 3 ºC). Since we cannot monitor the surface 

temperature (T2) during scanning, we calibrated the sample surface temperature 

(T2) versus the stage temperature (T1) using a T-type thermocouple for similar 

conditions. Stage temperature T1 goes to -35 °C, T3 (which measures the Nitrogen 

gas temperature) remains close to room temperature since we are continuously 

flooding the chamber with N2 at room temperature. Moreover, the AFM tip is 

oscillated at a resonance frequency, in tapping mode, and intermittently contacts 

the surface. Therefore we do not expect cantilever properties to change due to 

temperature. 
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The sample was cooled stepwise from room temperature (T1: 25 °C, 15 °C, 

0 °C, -10 °C, -20 °C, -25 °C, -30 °C, and -35 °C). We cooled the stage with a high 

cooling rate (~ -90 °C/min), to reach the next temperature of the stepwise cooling 

cascade and then held that temperature constant for a minimum of 15 minutes 

(extra time might be needed for cantilever tuning) before performing the scan. After 

scanning at T1=-35 °C, we heated the sample in two stage temperature (T1) steps: 

0 °C and 25 °C, to complete the temperature cycle and recover the samples to the 

initial conditions. For further investigating the cooling rate effect, we examined 

slow (~ -1.5 ºC/min) and fast (~ -90 ºC/min) cooling rates for continuous cooling 

within a large temperature range, from T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC. We first scanned 

samples at T1=25 ºC, and then in a single step, the sample was cooled to T1=-20 

ºC. For AFM-IR scans conducted at T1=-20 ºC, we waited a minimum of an hour 

to ensure that the observed effect is only due to cooling. 

Bitumen is a soft, sticky material; therefore, to prevent cantilever tip 

contamination, we used AFM-IR in tapping mode as is commonly done for 

bitumen 130. The tapping cantilever (Figure 3.1c) follows the surface and generates 

the topography scan. The AFM phase scan contrast is generated by the differences 

between the oscillation phase of the driving signal sent to the AFM cantilever in 

tapping mode and its measured real mechanical oscillation response from the 

reflected laser 50,132 (Figure 3.1d). It contains information on varying elasticity, 

friction, adhesion, viscosity, surface electrical charges, or chemical polarity. This 

measurement can provide qualitative information about how such properties vary 

over a surface. In particular, this is very relevant for bitumen imaged at different 

temperatures as its behavior can vary between elastic and viscous depending on the 

temperature.  If more than one of these properties varies over a surface, then the 
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phase image will measure the combination of the different contributions. Due to 

the fact that there is a combination of effects that give rise to the contrast in a phase 

image, it is not easy to attribute the contrast to one material property. Therefore, 

we alternatively use terms of “stiff” and “compliant” to represent any of these 

material properties, and we refer to the AFM phase image, "phase map" such as 

Figure 3.1d. 

We conducted all scans in an enclosed environmental chamber at the scan 

rate of 0.7 Hz for a scan area of 15 µm by 15 µm with the resolution of 500 scan 

points and 250 scan lines. During the conditioning time before each scan, the AFM 

cantilever was set back to its free oscillation distance (100 µm) to prevent tip 

contamination as bitumen has high volumetric variation during cooling and heating. 

Each AFM scan takes ~5 min. For each of the reheating steps, we quickly raised 

the sample temperature to reach the target temperature, and then, after about 30 

min of the conditioning time, we performed an AFM scan with the same scan 

setting. 

The schematic drawing in Figure 3.1e shows that the absorbed IR pulse by 

the sample during the AFM-IR scan causes a photothermal expansion. This results 

in an external impulse force, which causes an increase in amplitude at an alternate 

second oscillation mode of the cantilever. These two mechanical resonance modes 

occur simultaneously when the pulse frequency rate of the blinking IR laser, at a 

favorable IR absorption wavenumber for the sample material, is approximately 

equal to the frequency difference of the cantilever second and first mechanical 

resonances. 

These data are used to map the surface chemistry (IR mapping and local IR 

spectra). IR maps are generated by the response intensity of each scan point of the 
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material to the absorbed IR wavenumber. The absorption units, in volts, show the 

amplitude deflection of the cantilever in its second mechanical resonance mode, 

due to the local thermal expansion of the substrate material after reacting to the 

blinking IR laser beam. The absorption units are not quantitatively calibrated 

according to the concentration of each chemical functional group. Qualitatively, the 

more responding materials to the selected absorbed IR wavenumber show relatively 

higher absorption units in volts 121. In order to highlight the inhomogeneity of the 

material and domains, we plotted the offset value of the IR map contrast. The offset 

function sets the average IR absorption units equal to zero, and therefore, the initial 

intensities below average become negative. 

 The acquired AFM-IR spectra have high spatial resolution due to the fact 

that the cantilever probe has a sharp tip (~10 nm diameter) and high spectral 

resolution because of the sensitive laser feedback loop, which is able to detect fine 

cantilever deflections. When the bitumen surface absorbs a laser pulse, it expands 

deflecting the cantilever tip.  The cantilever oscillation amplitude is proportional to 

the absorbed energy in sample 123. The cantilever oscillation peaks are collected for 

different IR laser wavelengths, Fourier-transformed, and plotted as amplitude 

versus wavenumber. Nanoscale IR spectra show characteristic peaks at specific 

wavenumbers, which are used to define chemical functional groups. 

 IMAGE ANALYSIS: AREA FRACTION CALCULATION 

Traditionally, the contrast in the AFM phase images is used to define 

qualitatively the borders separating the para and peri domains. Several device and 

set up specific effective parameters can be identified for the thresholding value 

defining the border, such as a difference in mechanical properties of each cantilever, 
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energy, and force (set point) of the tapping cantilever; and substrate surface 

mechanical compliance as a function of temperature effects. As these parameters 

are setup-specific, it is not possible to report a single value for the phase scan to 

threshold the boundary of domains. Moreover, the existence of a high phase 

contrast in the catana (bee) domains disturbs the automatic thresholding procedure 

of the other domains. Therefore, the values reported here are selected to be specific 

to the experiments performed.  

The phase contrast fades, and its sensitivity decreases at the colder 

temperatures because the stiffness of the tip-sample contact gets closer to the 

cantilever's stiffness. Darker colors in the phase map indicate phase lag between the 

driving and response frequencies. This occurs mainly in the relatively compliant 

parts of the sample. However, it is not feasible to convert phase map information 

to quantitate mechanical properties. For qualitative purposes, approximately the 

boundary of peri and para domains shows values in the range of zero to 0.5 degrees, 

which is the boundary of the relative stiff peri domain and compliant para domain 

while phase degrees of 0.5 deg or larger indicating a substantial change in stiffness. 

Based on the AFM phase map analysis, we measured the surface area fraction 

for each of the domains. Even though half a degree of contrast in the phase image 

is sufficient to define peri and para domain boundaries, we measured the maximum 

contrast between these two peri and para domains to be 30-40 degrees. However, 

from the AFM phase contrast (an example shown in Figure 3.2e and Figure 3.2g), 

the para domain always has negative values (phase lag), but peri domain has 

heterogeneous phase value (shown as a non-uniform color contrast in visualized 

image). Sal sub-domain and transition domain also have heterogeneous phase 

makeup but close to para domain phase contrast. We recorded AFM in trace 
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(forward) scans. These are left to right scans in the standard AFM scan 

configuration. Therefore, the narrow shadow at the boundary of transition and para 

domains, as well as the sal sub-domain and para domain, is darker than both 

domains at the left-hand side and brighter at the right-hand side (Figure 3.2f and 

h). This narrow shadow between domains helps to define the boundaries of 

transition domain and sal sub-domain from the para and peri domains. The darker 

boundary around the para domain that emerges at cold temperatures we term as 

the transition domain (Figure 3.2f and h), and we identified the round dark islands 

in the para domain as the sal sub-domain. False colored para, peri, and transition 

domains and calculated the area fraction of each domain (A sequence of results for 

domain identification is shown in Figure A.3). Sources of error include AFM scan 

resolution, tip sharpness, and operator error during post-processing that are 

inevitable. To determine the error of the area fraction measurements, we ran 6 trials 

to calculate the area fraction for each domain for one randomly selected case (see 

example in Figure 3.4d, sample shown with the filled square symbol (■) at stage 

temperature T1=-20 °C). For small area fractions, such as those found for the sal-

sub domain, the area fraction errors can be as high as 27%, but this value is less 

than 10% and 3% for the transition and para domains, respectively. 
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Figure 3.2 Effect of cold temperatures on the surface properties of bitumen. AFM 
tapping surface topography scans on bitumen at temperature steps of a) T1=25°C, and b) 
T1=-20°C during the stepwise cooling sequence, and their magnified areas are shown in 
(c) and (d), respectively. (e)-(f) Corresponding AFM phase images of the same locations as 
in (a) and (b), respectively. g) The enlarged area of e showing three domains: catana, peri, 
and para. h) Magnified view of (f), showing five domains at low-temperature in addition 
to the other three domains in (g). 
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 IR SPECTRA ANALYSIS 

Bitumen is a chemically complex mixture that has more than a thousand 

different types of molecule 39. Its IR spectra have peaks corresponding to certain 

chemical functional groups. To determine IR indexes for such chemical groups 

around IR peaks. We chose a straight baseline for each peak passing through the 

intersection of each spectrum limited with the vertical lines around each peak. The 

selected range around each peak and the availability of the chemical functional 

groups for the bitumen SARA fractions are reported in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 IR index and wavenumber range of the bitumen chemical functional 
groups based on FTIR and AFM-IR spectra. The availability of chemical functional 
groups is defined for each fraction of SARA. 

Functional groups sulfoxide aliphatic aromatic carbonyl 

Wavenumber limit 958-1049 
1353-1394 

1408-1500 
1546-1626 1690-1710 

Index 
𝐴1030

∑ 𝐴
 

𝐴1376 + 𝐴1456

∑ 𝐴
 

𝐴1600

∑ 𝐴
 

𝐴1700

∑ 𝐴
 

SARA fraction (availability 

of the functional groups) 

 

References: 109,133 

---- 

---- 

Resin 

Asphaltene 

Saturates 

Aromatic 

Resin 

Asphaltene 

---- 

Aromatic 

Resin 

Asphaltene 

---- 

---- 

Resin 

---- 

 Results and discussion 

The wax content of bitumen plays a pivotal role in its low-temperature 

properties 134. The investigated bitumen has a natural wax content of 1%, as 

mentioned above. When bitumen is cooled from an annealing temperature, in this 
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case, 110°C, certain nano and micro-structures, and domains emerge on the surface 

of heat casted samples in most bitumen types. The catana (bee) structures 

mentioned earlier, for example, are attributed to a waxy surface film 52 as they 

disappear when the sample is heated above the melting point of waxes at ca 60°C 

130, (Figure 3.2a). Furthermore, they are indicators of the surface waxy layer 

mechanical mismatching with the bulk bitumen 52. 

The glass transition of the material reflects its bulk properties when the 

material undergoes during cooling a change from a viscous fluid to a glassy state 135. 

In the case of bitumen, once the sample is further cooled to the region of its glass 

transition temperature (in this case ca -20°C 130), there is a further evolution of these 

micro and nanostructures. As bitumen is a composite material, different 

components tend to phase-change at different temperatures. This is reflected in 

Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b that show AFM topography images of bitumen for the 

same location at T1=25 ºC and T1=-20 ºC, respectively, selected as an example 

from the sequential stepwise stage temperature cooling. Figure 3.2c and Figure 3.2d 

show magnified regions of Figure 3.2a and b, respectively. Figure 3.2e and Figure 

3.2f are AFM phase images (phase map) for the same location at T1=25 ˚C and 

T1=-20 ˚C, respectively, where positive and negative values indicate relative higher 

and lower material stiffness, respectively. Figure 3.2g and Figure 3.2h are magnified 

regions of Figure 3.2e and Figure 3.2f, respectively. 

The phase images, reflecting the sample interaction with the tip of AFM, 

corroborate what has been reported in literature 50 and shows at both temperatures 

there is a distinct difference between para and peri domains indicating the relative 

stiffness and adhesion of the domains increasing from para to peri. The softer part 

of the material has a more substantial interaction with the AFM tip resulting in the 
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darker image. The peri domain is hard and rough, and its surface coarsens at colder 

temperatures (see Appendix B, Figure B.1). In contrast, the para domain is relatively 

soft and based on the corresponding topography scan, it is also smooth. Figure 3.2h 

shows that with cooling, there is less contrast between the domains as they reach 

their glassy state, and furthermore, two main evolutions of the surface 

microstructure take place. The first in the para domain, where we see the 

appearance of protruding islands, the so-called sal sub-domains 104 and second in 

the peri domain the formation of an interfacial “transition” region at colder 

temperatures. 

Previous studies have shown that different SARA fractions of bitumen have 

different glass transition temperatures (𝑇𝑔) that are affected by their composition, 

ranging from -88 °C to 60 °C, increasing from low molecular weight saturates to 

high molecular weight asphaltenes 104. This has the consequence that different 

microstructures appear at different temperatures. In addition, similar studies have 

shown that the sal sub-domain contains the lowest molecular weight amorphous 

alkane of the para domain and remains amorphous, not crystallizing at deeply 

subfreezing temperatures 104. We also see that with cooling, the para domain stiffens 

relative to the peri and catana domains,  but the transition domain and sal sub-

domain remain noticeability soft relative to the peri and catana domains (see 

Appendix A, Figure A.3, and Figure A.4). During stepwise cooling, the sal sub-

domain can grow to about 1 µm diameter. The transition domain has 0.5±0.1 µm 

rather uniform width with some locations, such as sharp corners featuring a higher 

width of 1-2 µm. For a high cooling rate of ~ -90 ºC/min, an individual sal sub-

domain equivalent diameter is limited to ~100 nm beads, while the transition 

domain is narrower and has a width of a couple of hundred nanometers. In the case 
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of a slow cooling rate, ~ -1.5 ºC/min, it is difficult to detect the sal sub-domain, 

and the boundary of the para and peri domains features a diffuse transition domain. 

 

Figure 3.3 Effect of temperature on surface roughness in specific domains. AFM 
topography images at steps, a) T1=25 ºC, and b) T1=-20 ºC of the stepwise cooling 
sequence. c) Lines indicate topographies of bitumen at T1=25 ºC (red) and T1=-20 ºC 
(blue) in approximately the same location. The green asterisk is the zero point of the line 
profile (Distance = 0 µm). Marked points by circles are the valleys of the catana structures 
in the vicinity through which the line passes, to show that microstructures shift their 
position relative to each other as a consequence of the cooling. 

Figure 3.3a, and b show representative bitumen AFM topography scans at 

two different temperatures, T1=25 ºC and T1=-20 ºC, respectively. Also shown are 
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the paths traveled by the AFM tip along the surface, crossing a catana structure, 

and the emerging transition domain defined earlier. These paths are chosen at 

practically the same location of the same sample and produce the topography 

landscapes of Figure 3.3c, showing the effect of reducing the temperature from 

T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC on the microstructural. It can be seen that a typical catana 

domain has a length of 4±3 µm and a maximum amplitude of 100±50 nm. Cooling 

causes the material to shrink, and therefore the distance between surface 

microstructures changes and the bee structures to shift (marked with a circle) at 

cold temperatures in comparison to their original location at room temperature. It 

is clear that cooling affects the surface texture of bitumen in all areas and in 

particular, the emerging sal sub-domains and transition domains (see Figure A.5 

where domains are defined on the topography plot based on the corresponding 

phase scans). After cooling, the amplitude and length of the bee structure decreased 

by 10-20% while the wavelength varied around its initial value, Figure 3.3c. (For 

more details see Figure A.7 in the Appendix A). The profile also shows the drift of 

the microstructures as a result of the cooling. One possible explanation for the 

appearance of the sal domains was discussed by Masson et al. 104 is that the sal sub-

domain and the transition domain have less volumetric changes than that of their 

surroundings, due to the fact that they have a different composition and as a result 

different glass transition temperatures (𝑇𝑔). 
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Figure 3.4 Effect of temperature on bitumen surface domains. Example of AFM 
phase image at the same location, during the stepwise cooling cycle. a) T1=25 ºC, b) 
T1=-35 ºC, and c) T1=25 ºC (reheated to the initial condition). d) Area fractions of the 
sal sub-domain (red), para domain (blue), and transition domain (green) vs. time at 
different stepwise cooling temperatures of the stage temperature T1 (- - -) and surface 
temperature T2 (—), read temperatures from the right Y axis in panel (d). Symbols ■, 
▲, and ● each show an independent AFM scan sequence on a fresh sample at the same 
location in dry conditions, showing qualitatively similar behavior.   

Bitumen is highly temperature-sensitive, the evolution of the microstructures 

is further demonstrated in Figure 3.4a, b and c, which are examples of AFM phase 

images of the stepwise temperature cycles starting at T1=25 ºC, cooling down to 

T1=-35 ºC and reheating to T1=25 ºC. We conducted each sequence of scans at 

practically the same location and repeated the scans at the same conditions on three 

fresh samples. Considering the formation of new domains at colder temperatures, 
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the impact of the cooling on the area fraction of these domains was further studied. 

Figure 3.4d shows the area fractions of the sal sub-domain (red), transition domain 

(green), and para (blue) domain, at the bitumen surface and T1 and T2 vs. time.  In 

addition to T1, the temperature cycles were measured at the surface of the bitumen 

(T2) and shown (recall the locations of the thermocouples for T1 and T2 in Figure 

3.1b). The temperature history for T1 and T2 measurements are depicted by dashed 

and straight black lines, respectively.  A comparison of the surface temperature T2 

with the stage temperature T1 indicates that thermal lag within the sample is 

negligible, and the selected conditioning time for each step is sufficient to reach 

thermal equilibrium (see Figure A.1 in SI for thermal resistance calculation).  

We see that the para area fraction decreases with decreasing temperature 

while the transition and sal area fractions increase with decreasing temperature. 

Initially, the para domain area fraction decreases while, simultaneously, the new 

transition domain and sal sub-domain emerge. Accordingly, the area fractions of 

the sal sub-domain and transition domain increase and eventually plateau (see a 

sequence of the image analysis, Figure A.3). As mentioned earlier, the sal sub-

domains contain the lowest molecular weight amorphous alkanes within the para 

domain, which precipitate and protrude from the surface between -10 ºC and -19 

ºC 104. The width of the affected area around the protruded zone is about 2-4 µm 

and the height of about 20 nm. 
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Figure 3.5 Effect of the slow cooling rate on the faded boundaries of the bitumen surface 
microstructure and determination of the chemistry of the transition domain. AFM-IR (a) 
topography, (b) phase, and (c) IR spectroscopy images for wavenumber 1456 cm-1 at T1=25 ºC. 
(d) topography, (e) phase, and (f) IR spectroscopy images for wavenumber 1456 cm-1 of bitumen 
at T1=-20 ºC (directly cooled from T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC at a slow constant cooling rate of ~ 
-1.5 ºC/min). (g) AFM-IR spectra smoothened by Savitzy-Golay function using a polynomial 
order of five fittings on six neighboring points. Spectra of bitumen at T1=25 ºC (para: orange line, 
peri: red line; see (b) for locations) and T1=-20 ºC (para: cyan line, peri: blue line, transition 
domain: green line; see (e) for locations) and the original bulk FTIR spectra at 23 ºC, black line. 
The straight vertical line shows the location of 1456 cm-1 wavenumber. 
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Figure 3.5a, b, and c show topography, phase, and chemical IR mapping (at 

wavenumber 1456 cm-1; main H-C peak of bitumen) of the sample at T1=25 °C, 

respectively. Figure 3.5d, e, and f show the same information at practically the same 

location, but for T1=-20 °C, after cooling at a relatively slow cooling rate (~ -1.5 

ºC/min) directly from T1=25 °C to T1=-20 °C). Figure 3.5g shows the absorbance 

spectrum vs. wave number for bulk FTIR (~23 °C); local nanoscale IR spectra of 

the peri and para domains at T1=25 °C; and the peri, para, and transition domains 

at T1=-20 °C. The locations where local nanoscale IR spectroscopies were 

performed are shown with squares in Figure 3.5b and e.  

Previous studies showed that the IR spectra of the SARA fractions have high 

similarity 109, but their concentrations are different at the bitumen surface 

microstructures 104. The straight vertical line (Figure 3.5g) shows the location of the 

1456 cm-1 wavenumber on the IR spectra. The peri domain is already a crystalized 

domain at 25 °C, as it has a higher percentage of paraffinic and saturated 

compounds 120. The peri domain shows a clear contrast with the para domain at 25 

°C. On the other hand, at colder temperatures, the para domain becomes as stiffer 

as the peri domain and sal sub-domains, which consist of the light molecules of the 

para domain104. Stiffer para with the denser molecular arrangement at -20 °C and 

sal-sub domain makeup result in an increase of the IR signal intensity and noisier 

IR map of the surface domains at -20 °C (Figure 3.5e) compared to 25 °C (Figure 

3.5b). The IR peak is broader around 1456 cm-1 wavenumber for the IR spectra of 

peri and para domains at 25 °C and the transition domain at -20 °C compared to 

peri and para domains at -20 °C. 

AFM-IR is a mechanical technique; thus, the tapping IR spectra have 

inherent noise signals. To facilitate the distinction of the trends, we smoothened 
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the AFM-IR spectra by the Savitzy-Golay function using a polynomial order of five, 

fitting six neighboring points (original spectra is reported in Figure A.9). Bitumen 

has reference characteristic IR absorption spectra peaks (1376 and 1456 cm-1) 

corresponding to the bending vibration of 𝐶𝐻2  and 𝐶𝐻3 aliphatic hydrocarbons 

136,137. Owing to the bitumen composition as a mixture of various hydrocarbons, 

these are present in all types of bitumen 137. These peaks are also strongly present 

in both the bulk bitumen FTIR signal (black line at Figure 3.5g), and the local 

nanoscale IR spectra from the different domains probed. Therefore, the wave 

number 1456 cm-1 was selected for the IR mapping. The results show that the peri 

domain has a distinct chemical signature compared to the para domain (Figure 

3.5c). In cold bitumen, however (Figure 3.5e, and f, at T1=-20 °C) the boundary of 

the peri domain is chemically and mechanically practically indistinguishable from 

the para domain. At T1=25 °C, although the nanoscale IR spectra of para and peri 

domains follow the bulk FTIR signal, there are also significant deviations around 

wavenumbers 958-1049 cm-1 and 1353-1394 cm-1 and later from 1546 to 1626 cm-

1 and 1690 to 1710 cm-1 (Figure 3.5g). As a consequence of cooling, the nanoscale 

IR spectra intensity of the para domain at T1=-20 °C shifts upward around 

wavenumbers 958-1049 cm-1 (Figure 3.5g). IR peak values of 1030 cm-1 are 

attributed to the sulfoxide functional group 116 which are present in resins and 

asphaltene fractions 109.  

In order to quantify the intensity of the major peaks in Figure 3.5g, we 

integrated the different areas, A, under the curve around a band maximum (𝐴𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 

shows area under each band maximum and above straight baseline crossing spectra 

at limiting wavenumbers). Based on previous studies 116,138,139 We defined the FTIR 

indexes and the limits of integration as follows: sulfoxide (A1030: 958-1049 cm-1), 
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aliphatic (A1376:1353-1394 cm-1 and A1456: 1407-1500 cm-1), aromatic (A1600: 1546-

1626 cm-1), and carbonyl (A1700: 1690-1710 cm-1) groups. The total area is defined 

as ∑A= A1030 + A1376 + A1456 + A1600 + A1700 for each spectra. By dividing the areas 

under the peaks by the total area ∑A, we define an index for each absorbance band, 

in order to make comparisons possible. Indexes show the relative distribution of 

chemical functional groups for each spectrum. For some specific cases, the 

difference of various domains is within the error bars and, therefore, not significant. 

These results, as well as the availability of the chemical functional groups for each 

fraction of the SARA fractions 109,133 are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.6, 

respectively. As indicated, previous reports that used s-SNOM to characterize 

bitumen found a distinguishable chemical difference between the para and peri 

domains (potentially causing different water wettability properties on these 

domains, see Appendix B, Figure B.2) and showed that concentrations of sulfoxide 

and carbonyl groups are different in the peri and para domains 120; however, the IR 

spectra of these domains are not reported. On the other hand, a recent study126 on 

bitumen using a similar AFM-IR device and sample preparation method show that 

the peri domain also contains sulfoxide groups. 
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Figure 3.6 IR indexes of FTIR spectra and AFM-IR local IR spectra of the bitumen surface 
domains show the concentration distribution of the chemical functional groups in bulk 
and nanoscale, respectively, as a function of temperature. Functional groups are present 
around wavenumbers corresponding IR peak values, sulfoxide: 1030 cm-1, aliphatic: 1376 cm-1 & 
1456 cm-1, aromatic: 1600 cm-1 and carbonyl: 1700 cm-1.  Each column bar shows average value 
with min and max values for at least three experiments. In cases of peri 25 °C, and para -20 °C, 
the bar represents 4 and 5 data points, respectively. FTIR column bar is an average of 32 
measurements with a negligible error. 

In contrast to the bulk FTIR, Figure 3.6 shows that all the major bitumen 

bulk functional groups are present in the para, peri, and transition domains. 

However, the relative amount varies with domain and with temperature. 

Comparing the para and peri at 25 °C, it is apparent that the carbonyl functional 

groups are considerably lower at the peri domain. At -20 °C, there is a shift in the 

functional groups with the branched alkanes (1376 cm-1) relatively lower value in 

para and higher in the peri domain. In addition, there is a considerable increase in 

the aromatics in the peri at -20 °C. The transition appears at colder temperatures 

showing strong aliphatic peaks. At cold temperatures, the para domain surface 

functional groups change—A1030 and A1700 increased while A1600 and (A1376 + A1456) 

decreased (aliphatic)—with the emergence of the sal sub-domain and transition 
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domain. It is also clear that the spectrum of the transition domain lies between the 

peri and para domains.  

Figure 3.7a, b, c and d show topography, phase map, magnified phase map 

of the para domain, and chemical IR (at wavenumber 1456 cm-1) images of bitumen 

at T1=25 °C, respectively. Figure 3.7e, f, g, and h show the same results at practically 

the same location, but now at T1=-20 °C, after a fast temperature reduction directly 

from T1=25 °C to T1=-20 °C with cooling rate of ~ -90 ºC/min (i.e., continuous 

cooling from T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC in half a minute). This cooling rate that can 

have a direct effect on the 𝑇𝑔, as discussed in the Appendix A, is limited by the 

fastest cooling rate capacity of the water-cooled thermoelectric device of the 

environmental chamber. By comparing the magnified panels of Figure 3.7 (Figure 

3.7c and g), we observe that upon cooling, the para domain coarsens through the 

nucleation of the sal sub-domain. Hence, a narrow transition domain develops 

between peri and para domains after a fast cooling rate of -90 °C/min. 
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Figure 3.7 Coarsening of the para domain and plentiful appearance of the sal sub-domain 
with a narrow transition domain from very high cooling rates. AFM-IR results showing (a) 
topography, (b) Phase map (AFM phase), (c) Magnified phase map view of the marked area by the 
white square (see b), and (d) IR spectroscopy images for wavenumber 1456 cm-1 of bitumen at 
T1=25 ºC. AFM-IR (e) topography, (f) phase map (AFM phase), (g) Magnified phase map view 
of the marked area by white square (see f)and (h) IR spectroscopy images for wavenumber 1456 
cm-1 of bitumen at T1=-20 ºC (directly cooled from T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC at an extreme cooling 
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rate of ~ -90 ºC/min). Densely emerged sal sub-domain (see g) with limited transition domain, 
because of the fast cooling rate. 

On the other hand, a slow cooling rate of -1.5 °C/min does not allow the 

development of a sizable sal sub-domain at the para domain (Figure 3.5e).   In 

contrast to the fast cooling rate (shown in Figure 3.7), there is a reduced contrast 

between para and peri domains in a comparable slow cooling rate of -1.5 °C/min 

(Figure 3.5) due to the fact that the material does not have sufficient time for the 

development of a sizable transition domain between the para and peri domains. 

Moreover, a sharp narrow transition domain develops between peri and para 

domains, and numerous evenly spread sal sub-domains emerge in the para domain 

after experiencing a fast cooling rate of -90 °C/min. It is shown that the cooling 

procedure affects the distribution of the sal sub-domain as well as the size of the 

interfacial zone; this is a function of temperature, sal nucleation, and transport 

phenomena.  

 Conclusion 

Employing advanced AFM-IR imaging, we showed that cooling bitumen to 

subzero environmental conditions causes significant changes in its mechanical, 

chemical, and topographical surface properties. We also found that new surface 

domains emerge at cold environmental conditions, namely, the transition domain 

between peri and para domains and the sal sub-domain, consisting of distinct island 

regions within the para domain. Nanoscale infrared spectroscopy showed that the 

transition domain has a chemical composition that is intermediate between those 

of the para and peri domains. We also showed that the peri and para domains are 

mechanically and chemically distinct at ambient conditions; however, when cooled 
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to subzero conditions, phase imaging and nanoscale infrared spectroscopy indicate 

that the properties in sample domains appear to become similar and that the 

transition domain—which separates them—emerges and broadens. This can be 

expected on the one hand as the different domains go through their respective glass 

transition and display stiffer properties. however, when cooled to subzero 

conditions, phase imaging and nanoscale infrared spectroscopy reveal that their 

properties become similar and that the transition domain—which separates them—

emerges and broadens. And on the other hand, the diminishing of phase contrast 

is also a result of the sample becoming stiffer with cold temperatures – and 

therefore the contact stiffness becoming larger, which means that the tip doesn’t 

penetrate the sample as much and thus the phase is less sensitive to material 

properties and therefore the contrast goes down in the phase images so that the 

AFM derived stiffness of different areas on the sample appear to be similar. Their 

emergence and distribution are highly dependent on how the sample is cooled, and 

the initial para domain size and shape. Also, very rapid, constant cooling rates over 

significant temperature differences, hinder the migration of sal sub-domains from 

forming large transition domains. Concerning chemical composition, we showed 

that the catana domain has the same chemistry as the surrounding peri domain. The 

amplitude of the catana structures decreases as a function of cooling, but the 

wavelength remains practically about the initial value. The results of this work 

significantly improve our fundamental understanding of the behavior of bitumen 

at subzero environmental temperatures, which, in addition to its fundamental value, 

has implications for the performance of bitumen in applications ranging from 

sealing to road engineering. 
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 Abstract 

Freezing of atmospheric water on bituminous construction and road surfaces 

is a recurring event during winter. However, droplet freezing on bitumen and 

passive inhibition methods are poorly understood. Here we investigate relative 

humidity and substrate cooling effects on condensation freezing on subzero 

temperature bituminous surfaces and find that droplet freezing is explosive, with 

rapid local heating. We explain the related physics and find that relative humidity 

and cooling rate can affect droplet sizes and freezing temperatures. We then 

rationally embed phase change material microcapsules in bitumen, harnessing their 

latent heat to significantly delay freezing, demonstrating a viable option for frost 

mitigation. 

 Introduction 

In countries with severe winter weather conditions, the clearance and 

maintenance of roads, roofs, and runways in winter is essential to ensure safe 

driving, living, and transportation conditions. Roads and many construction 

surfaces are commonly bitumen-based, and roads usually contain ca. 5 wt.% of 

bitumen (less than 20% by volume fraction) 33. Despite its low percentage, bitumen 

is the costliest portion of the mixture and due to its role as a binder and coating of 

aggregates, it has an important role on the overall mechanical and surface chemistry 

properties. Ice accumulation on bitumen-based surfaces, and in particular roads, is 

a multimillion-dollar problem with hidden costs such as asphalt road degradation 

(especially bitumen), and it has strategic and economic ramifications and drawbacks 
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ranging from delays in the delivery of goods to an increase in vehicular fuel 

consumption 2,3. Furthermore, several studies have shown a connection between 

road accidents and weather and pavement conditions in winter 5,140–143. 

To address this problem, winter maintenance methods are employed, which 

can be categorized into two groups: passive methods (i.e., real-time maintenance is 

not needed) and active methods (i.e., site operation is needed). Conventional winter 

maintenance methods are mostly limited to active methods, which include chemical 

deicers, brine, and salt (predominantly sodium chloride). Salt is used to melt snow 

and ice, and is most effective at temperatures above −11 °C, close to the melting 

temperature of ice 5,6. The methods mentioned above may seem attractive at first, 

according to their low initial capital costs and facility of use 144, but eventually, salt 

and chemical deicers result in pavement degradation, which shortens the pavement 

service life 145,146 and can be harmful to the environment, for example through 

freshwater salting 9. Therefore, it is necessary to first improve our fundamental 

understanding of freezing on bituminous surfaces at the microscopic level, starting 

with dropwise frost formation from the condensation of environmental vapor, and 

then seek alternative, preferably passive methods for its deterrence. To this end, a 

possible passive method of mitigating the day and night temperature gradient 

leading to water freezing on bituminous surfaces, is to use phase change materials 

(PCM) in the bitumen composition, which act as thermal capacitors. It has been 

shown that temperature variations of PCM modified asphalt, caused by the daily 

temperature cycle, can be adjusted with the help of the latent heat of fusion of PCM 

25. 

Here we investigate the effect of environmental and surface temperature, 

relative humidity, and substrate cooling rates on condensation and ice formation 
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and propagation on the surface of bitumen using optical microscopy and infrared 

imaging techniques in a controlled climate chamber. Our results show that the initial 

condensation temperature is sensitive to the environmental relative humidity 

percentage (RH%); however, it is practically independent of the cooling rate. After 

condensation, supercooled (an unstable state of a liquid below its freezing point) 

droplets can remain in the liquid state at lower subzero temperatures when, being 

cooled at faster rates or are in lower relative humidity conditions, where the droplets 

have smaller volumes. We then studied the physics of the ensuing explosively rapid 

freezing process from the supercooled water state and also capture and discuss an 

interesting mechanism of natural ice bridging among freezing drops, leading to frost 

propagation on a bituminous surface. Finally, we select and embed a phase change 

material (PCM) in the bitumen, at high-enough concentrations that still do not 

significantly affect mechanical 147 or surface properties, and study its heating effect 

upon solidification in delaying frosting, using differential scanning calorimetry and 

infrared imaging. We show that by rationally embedding PCMs within bitumen, we 

can markedly suppress and delay surface icing. 

 Materials and methods 

 MATERIALS 

This study was conducted on virgin bitumen Q8 70/100 (penetration grade 

70/100, density 1.029 g/cm3, of Middle Eastern origin) with a medium softness 

range of 82 (0.1 mm) needle penetration (EN 1426) and softening temperature (EN 

1427) of 45.8 °C and dynamic viscosity of 163 Pa-s at 60°C. For this type of 
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bitumen, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results show a glass transition 

temperature of ca. -20 °C and a melting peak of ca. 28 °C with reported SARA 

(saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltene) factions of 3.8, 59.6, 22.2 and 14.6 %, 

respectively 47,130. 

Direct tetradecane (a liquid PCM chemical) additives to bitumen target the 

principal properties of bitumen, which are critical for its performance in asphalt 

concrete 148. Unlike the direct addition of such a PCM chemical, which softens the 

original bitumen and affects its principal properties 148, microencapsulated PCM can 

survive the high temperatures and pressure that bitumen is exposed to during the 

artificial aging process without compromising its properties. It has also been 

experimentally shown that microencapsulated PCM safeguards bitumen from cold 

temperature cracks by releasing heat and improves bitumen's mechanical 

performance in subzero conditions 149. PCM microcapsules can affect the 

mechanical properties of the modified bitumen although previous work has shown 

that PCM microcapsules at 25 wt.% concentration in bitumen does not negatively 

impact the mechanical properties of the bitumen binder at cold temperatures 147. 

When latent heat is released by PCM microcapsules during crystallization, this can 

lead to bitumen softening at cold temperatures. Once crystallized, the PCM 

microcapsules can increase the complex modulus of bitumen, similar to filler 

minerals 147. Concerning the leakage of the microcapsules, the PCM wax could 

potentially function as a rejuvenator oil for aged bitumen 147. Microencapsulated 

PCM particles can be added during different stages of asphalt concrete preparation, 

and it has been reported that both wet (added to bitumen) and dry (added to asphalt 

mixture) processes alike have resulted in improved performance compared to non-

modified reference samples 27. 
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We selected a microcapsule PCM (μPCM-21) fabricated by Microtek Labs, 

USA, to modify the bitumen in order to investigate icing delay. The core of the 

microcapsules consists of tetradecane (n-alkane C14H30), which has a melting 

temperature of ~6 °C and is known as a low-temperature phase change material 147. 

Its average particle size is reported by Kakar et. al. 27,147 as being 21 μm with 0.834 

g/cm3 density and 195.5 J/g heat of fusion. The PCM material is encapsulated by a 

polymeric shell made of melamine-formaldehyde 147. 

 SOLUTION PREPARATION AND COATING 

As a first step, the virgin bitumen was melted at 137 °C (mixing temperature) 

in an oven for 30 minutes. Then, the prepared dried microcapsules (at 110 °C for 

5 minutes) were added to the melted virgin bitumen to reach 25% concentration by 

weight of the final blend. (see Appendix C, Figure C.1 illustrate the resistance of 

the PCM microcapsules to chemical, mechanical, and thermal stresses that they are 

exposed to during sample preparation.) Each of the virgin and modified melted 

bitumen solutions were then mixed in a speed mixer (Speed Mixer™, DAC 150.1 

FVZ, Germany) for 2 min at 2,000 rpm. Next, 1 g of bitumen (virgin or PCM 

microcapsule modified) was removed with a spatula, and diluted in 4 ml toluene at 

25 °C (Sigma-Aldrich 99.8%), then the entire solution was mixed using a shaker 

(Heidolph Multi Reax) at 2,000 rpm for 2 minutes. (Figure C.2 in Appendix C, 

shows a schematic drawing of the steps undertaken for the preparation of the 

sample.) 

To fabricate thin virgin bitumen coatings, (termed “thin” virgin bitumen 

samples), we used a solvent casting approach. Here, 150 µl of the virgin bitumen 
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solution was dispensed on a 22 mm diameter circular glass coverslip (Figure C.2). 

The liquid drop cast sample was left under a fume hood in ambient conditions until 

most of the toluene solvent evaporated, which we observed to occur within half an 

hour. Next, the samples were heated on a hotplate at 115 °C for 5 minutes, which 

is above the bitumen softening temperature and the toluene boiling temperature at 

111°C, to ensure uniform and smooth surfaces. Thereafter, the samples were placed 

in a refrigerator for 5 min at 4 ± 2 °C to cool and solidify the bitumen layer on glass 

coverslips. Based on the mass and geometry of the sample and density of bitumen, 

the final bitumen thickness is expected to be ≈100 µm. This was further measured 

using an optical microscope (see Figure C.3 in Appendix C). This sample 

preparation method produces a smooth bitumen surface. We note that it is different 

from real-world conditions, where the surface of bitumen can be contaminated by 

foreign substances. Such idealized surfaces are useful for gaining fundamental 

insight into the effect of bitumen alone on ice formation. 

To highlight the PCM effect, thicker bitumen samples (termed “thick” 

bitumen samples) were cast using layer by layer drop-casting technique to obtain a 

~1 mm sample thickness as explained above for the thin films. Such samples were 

fabricated in Petri dishes, which had a diameter of 29 mm and a height of 10 mm. 

The final sample comprised four layers, with each layer originally containing 1,000 

µl of virgin or PCM-modified solution. After the application of each layer, the 

sample was heated to 115 °C for 5 min to evaporate the solvent. After the fourth 

layer, the Petri dish samples were cooled in a refrigerator (4±2 °C) for 5 minutes. 

To ensure that the solvent evaporated, the samples were given approximately 24 

hours of conditioning time at room temperature before the experiments were 

conducted. 
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 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: CONSTANT COOLING RATE  

“Constant cooling rate” experiments were used to study how ice formed on 

the thin virgin bitumen samples. The designed sample holder controlled the sample 

temperature by means of a central ~1 mm diameter copper pin section installed on 

a Linkam BSC 196 cryogenic stage (Figure 4.1a and see Appendix C, Figure C.4). 

The probability of ice nucleation is much higher at colder temperatures 150. 

Therefore, to ensure that we can observe the first droplet freeze, we opted to cool 

a limited region that we could visualize completely. Here, the sample should have a 

somewhat lower temperature relative to its surroundings, which also helps avoid 

the sample edge, which can affect condensation. The copper pin guarantees the 

initial condensation location, and freezing nucleation occurs in the field of view. 

Figure 4.1a shows a schematic drawing of the experimental setup with the location 

of the copper pin, which was used to locally cool the thin bitumen samples from 

the center of the region of study. The red and green circular symbols show the 

location of the cryogenic stage temperature (T2) and the copper temperature sensor 

(T1), respectively. To control humidity, nitrogen gas flow passes through the water 

bubbler, and humidified nitrogen mixes with the bypassed nitrogen line to regulate 

the relative humidity (RH) of the outlet via flow control valves. The use of a clean 

and controlled environment prevents the surface of bitumen from being 

contaminated by dust and foreign particles. Such particles can promote both 

condensation freezing nucleation and increase the complexity of the process on 

bituminous surfaces. Condensation freezing experiments were performed at five 

experimental conditions consisting of three cooling rates of 1 °C/min, 10 °C/min, 
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and 20 °C/min at RH 50% and three RH conditions of 20%, 50%, and 80% at 10 

°C/min. The cryogenic stage operates at constant cooling based on the temperature 

feedback loop from T2 (stage temperature). All experiments were initiated from T2 

= 25 °C after stabilization of the environmental temperature (Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 °C) 

and the defined RH condition (20%, 50% or 80%), this setting remained untouched 

until the end of the defined constant cooling rate at T2 = -50 °C, considering 2 

minutes of conditioning time at T2 = -50 °C. Over the course of the experiment we 

also continuously recorded RH, Tenv, T1 and image frames (at constant frame per 

second rate); later we also synchronized frames with T2. We note that the maximum 

temperature difference between T1 (copper pin) and T2 (stage temperature) in all 

cases was less than 0.5 °C. Figure 4.1b, c are images of the copper pin from the 

optical microscope and infrared (IR) cameras. 

 

Figure 4.1 Experimental setup for constant cooling rate. a) Condensation freezing 
setup. Schematic of the inlet nitrogen gas supply system in the dashed line box (not to 
scale). The location of the thermocouple in the copper stage, T1, and the cryogenic stage 
feedback cryogenic stage, T2, temperature sensors are shown as green and red dots, 
respectively. The environmental sensor records chamber environment temperature Tenv 
and relative humidity percentage RH. The location of the optical microscope objective or 
IR camera lens is shown as “objective”. b) Copper pin under the optical microscope at 5X 
magnification (without sample) and c) the same copper pin shown as seen from the IR 
camera (without sample). 
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The reported “condensation temperatures” were extracted from the 

corresponding frames of optical microscopy at the moment of detection of the first 

condensed droplets on the dry virgin bitumen surface (approximate resolution of 1 

µm/pixel). We only recorded freezing events when supercooled droplets froze 

within the field of view, and the temperature of the corresponding frame is defined 

as the “freezing temperature”. Optical microscopy was performed using an 

Olympus BX60 optical microscope at 5X magnification and constant illumination 

in dark field mode for the condensation freezing experiment and 100X 

magnification in bright field mode to capture ice bridging. In a separate equivalent 

cryogenic stage configuration and experiment conditions, a FLIR SC7000 infrared 

camera was used to study the condensation freezing. (The location of the optical 

microscope objective or IR camera lens is shown as “objective” in Figure C.4a.) 

 EXPERIMENT SETUP: CONSTANT COOLING FLUX  

The aim of the “constant cooling flux” experiments was to study ice 

formation on bitumen samples containing PCM. This was due to the fact that 

during constant cooling rate experiments, the feedback correction loop would 

compensate the heat released by the PCM. The constant cooling flux provides 

similar conditions without the existence of any correcting temperature feedback 

loop, thus capturing the heat released by the PCM microcapsules. We operated the 

thermoelectric element at constant input power, while the hot side of the 

thermoelectric element was kept at a constant temperature to reach stable constant 

cooling flux conditions on the cold side 151 (Figure C.4b). To do this, another large 

temperature stage (CP-200HT-TT device from TE Technology Inc.) was used to 
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keep the hot side of the thermoelectric element at 0 °C (see Figure C.4b in 

Appendix C). At the given conditions, a thermoelectric element from Laird 

technologies™ (PC6-12-F1-4040-TA-W6) operated with constant 5V DC inlet 

voltage provides a nominal cooling flux of 6 [W] (online datasheet 152). Here, thick 

bitumen samples were used (thickness ≈ 1mm). Optical and IR cameras were 

installed at a 30° angle with respect to the vertical, enabling simultaneous 

visualization (Figure C.4b). The IR camera measurements allowed us to acquire the 

average surface temperature of an approximately 3 mm by 4.5 mm sample area. 

 DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC) 

DSC experiments were performed using a PerkinElmer® 7, 1993 device. The 

DSC analysis was conducted using 11.75 ± 2.50 mg of both virgin and PCM-

modified bitumen. In addition, experiments were conducted on the bitumen 

specimens with ~1 µl (1.22 ± 0.11 mg) of a single water droplet placed on top of a 

bitumen substrate in DSC sample molds under the same nitrogen purged 

environmental conditions of the DSC device (DSC baseline information when both 

sample holder were empty is provided in Figure C.5 of Appendix C.) We were 

interested in capturing material behavior at the cold temperature ranges with and 

without water. We performed the DSC measurements in a broader temperature 

range from 40 °C to -50 °C with two minutes of conditioning time at the limits of 

each thermal cycle. Three temperature cycles were performed in two 10 °C/min 

and 20 °C/min rates after initially heating samples to 40 °C from ambient 

temperature and conditioning for 2 minutes at 40 °C. (DSC analyses of virgin 

bitumen, PCM modified bitumen, and water 153 are reported in Figure C.6a, b, and 

Figure C.7, respectively, of Appendix C.) 
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 Results and discussion 

Bitumen, as a pavement and sealing material, is always expected to be in direct 

contact with water. There are many manifestations of such interactions, but here 

we are interested in studying water droplets initially formed as condensate from a 

humid environment, which can subsequently freeze upon reduction of atmospheric 

temperature. Water condensation forms on cold surfaces below the dew point. 

Supercooled water droplet freezing is a complex phenomenon 78,84. Upon cooling 

below its freezing point, condensed water is in a metastable, supercooled state, and 

in order to freeze, growing nuclei must overcome a free energy barrier to nucleation. 

Once overcome, further growth is energetically favorable, and such freezing is non-

equilibrium and proceeds explosively fast (in the present study of the order of 

milliseconds) 78. During this time, the droplets only partially solidify, as latent heat 

is released as ice grows 84,93. Full solidification is completed in a subsequent markedly 

slower step (of the order of seconds; see Appendix C and Figure C.8), which is 

governed by the balance of the released latent heat and heat removal 84,93.  

Figure 4.2 shows a micrograph and a temperature map of supercooled 

droplets condensed on bitumen. It can be seen that many droplets are still in a liquid 

state at temperatures far below 0 °C (surface temperature ~-15 °C), while some 

droplets have frozen. Figure 4.2a shows a droplet that has just started to freeze and 

is marked with a dotted circle. Figure 4.2b shows an IR micrograph of a water 

droplet that has just started to freeze, and demonstrates that upon freezing—due 

to the rapidly released heat of fusion—the droplet actually attains a much higher 

temperature (the freezing equilibrium temperature of  0 °C) than its surroundings, 
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which are still at -15 °C (Figure 4.2b). Further implications of this heating 

phenomenon and its impact on droplet evaporation and freezing propagation will 

be discussed later in the paper. 

 

Figure 4.2 Condensation freezing on the bitumen surface. a) optical image of the 
supercooled water droplets during freezing. The droplet in the white dotted circle is an 
example of a freezing water droplet. b) Infrared image of a freezing droplet. Due to the 
released latent heat of fusion at the moment of freezing, the temperature of a supercooled 
droplet jumps to the equilibrium water freezing temperature of 0 °C. 

Figure 4.3 shows five selected timeframes of vapor condensation and 

freezing on virgin bitumen surfaces. Extracted synchronized frames from optical 

microscopy at temperature steps of 5 °C, -10 °C, -25 °C, -35 °C, and -50 °C at the 

-10 °C/min cooling rate experiments, which started from 25 °C and proceeded 

until the target temperature of -50 °C was reached (see Video C.1 in Appendix C 

for a full sequence of surface frosting). The continuous humidified nitrogen stream 

provided three relative humidity levels of 20%, 50%, and 80% (at Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 

°C), in Figure 4.3a, Figure 4.3b, and Figure 4.3c, respectively. The ambient relative 

humidity changes the dew point; therefore, condensation is triggered at a warmer 

substrate temperature (earlier) in higher RH conditions for the same cooling rate 

(Figure 4.3b, c). The size of the condensed droplets is larger under higher RH 

conditions (Figure 4.3b and Figure 4.3c) compared to low relative humidity 
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conditions, such as a RH of 20% (Figure 4.3a). The dotted area in the -35 °C 

temperature panels show the extent of the frozen areas in the field of view. We see 

that more frost grows faster for higher RH and the freezing temperature is also 

warmer, and denser frost forms at higher RH conditions after freezing (Figure 4.3, 

-50 °C frame panels). 

 

Figure 4.3 Condensation and freezing on the surface of virgin bitumen under 
different environmental relative humidity (RH) conditions. Five temperature steps 
of 5 °C , -10 °C , -25 °C ,-35 °C , -50 °C (synchronized time steps) at -10 °C/min constant 
cooling rate under three different environmental RH conditions (Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 °C) are 
shown. a) RH = 20% b) RH = 50% c) RH = 80%. Dotted regions at -35 °C panels show 
the extent of the frozen areas with different degrees of surface frosting: a, initiation (RH 
20%), b, partially frozen (RH 50%), c, mostly frozen (RH 80%). 
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Figure 4.4a, and Figure 4.4b show plots of condensation temperature vs. 

relative humidity (cooling rate = -10 °C /min) and condensation temperature vs. 

cooling rate (RH = 50%), respectively. Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.4d show plots of 

freezing temperature vs. relative humidity (cooling rate = -10 °C/min) and freezing 

temperature vs. cooling rate (RH = 50%), respectively. Figure 4.4a shows that there 

is a correlation between relative humidity and condensation temperature. However, 

at the same RH, there is little correlation between cooling rate and condensation 

temperature, Figure 4.4b. (We do observe that for different cooling rates, with 

constant RH = 50%, the final volume of the condensed droplets was larger at a 

slower cooling rate of -1 °C/min due to the longer residence time on the cold 

substrate in comparison to the faster cooling rate of -20 °C/min, Figure C.9.) We 

see that as RH increases, for constant cooling rate, so too does the freezing 

temperature, Figure 4.4c. We attribute this to the fact that under these conditions, 

more water can condense on the surface of bitumen when the relative humidity is 

higher, which increases the probability that a supercooled droplet will freeze. 

(Figure 4.3c and Figure C.9a show that for high relative humidity or low cooling 

rates, larger droplet-substrate contact diameters were observed just before freezing: 

~600 to 1600 µm; Figure 4.3a and Figure C.9b-c show that for low relative humidity 

or intermediate or fast cooling rates, droplet-substrate contact diameters were ~50-

60 µm, demonstrating the effects that cooling and relative humidity can have on 

condensed droplet sizes.) We also observe that the freezing temperature decreases 

with increased cooling rate, Figure 4.4d. We attribute this to the fact that as the 

surface gets colder faster, it has less time to condense water on it—decreasing the 

overall volume of supercooled water on the surface—that in turn decreases the 

likelihood of freezing and therefore reduces the freezing temperature. 
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Figure 4.4 Condensation and freezing on the surface of virgin bitumen under 
different conditions. Initial condensation temperature a) under three RH conditions of 
20%, 50%, and 80% at -10 °C/min cooling rate. b) at three cooling rates -1 °C/min, -10 
°C/min, and -20 °C/min at RH = 50 %. Initial freezing temperature c) a) under three RH 
conditions of 20%, 50%, and 80% at -10 °C/min cooling rate. d) at three cooling rates -1 
°C/min, -10 °C/min, and -20 °C/min at RH = 50 %. (For all cases, Tenv = 21.5±0.5 °C). 

Figure 4.5a shows portions of three supercooled liquid droplets—one larger, 

two smaller—on the bitumen substrate, and Figure 4.5b-d illustrates the very 

interesting phenomenon of “ice bridging”, which manifests itself during freezing 

on the bituminous surface and is a mechanism facilitating frost spreading 93,154–156. 

Previous work has shown that when a supercooled droplet freezes, it rapidly heats 

and evaporates, which here results in a condensation deposit, Figure 4.5b 93. 

Depending on the properties of the substrate, this deposit can freeze, forming a 

frost halo 93. If there is a neighboring supercooled droplet, due to the high vapor 
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pressure above it relative to the frozen droplet (for the same temperature), vapor 

diffusion can occur, resulting in an ice bridge forming between the frozen and 

supercooled droplets, Figure 4.5c 154,155,157. If the neighboring supercooled droplet is 

not too far away and is large enough to feed the growing ice bridge, then the ice 

bridge can form a connection between the two droplets and will cause the 

supercooled droplet to freeze 156 (see Video C.2 in Appendix C which shows the 

full ice bridging process on bitumen). 

 

Figure 4.5 Microscopic ice bridging and freezing propagation on bitumen. a) Three 
supercooled liquid droplets. b) Freezing of the large droplet forms condensation deposits. 
c) An ice bridge grows while the condensation deposit and the smallest liquid droplet 
evaporate. d) The ice bridge reaches the medium size drop and freezes it. 

To this end, we see that at subzero temperature conditions, suddenly, the 

large metastable droplet (Figure 4.5a) suddenly freezes (Figure 4.5b) with the 

mechanism discussed earlier. The simultaneously released latent heat is a practically 

adiabatic process (no heat losses within this very short time frame) 93. This increases 

the droplet temperature to the equilibrium freezing temperature of 0 °C, making it 

significantly warmer than its environment and causing flash evaporation from the 
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freezing droplet surface 84,93. The so-generated excess vapor radially diffuses 

outward and subsequently condenses around the freezing droplet, forming a 

condensation deposit (Figure 4.5b) 93. The condensation occurs in the form of 

isolated supercooled micron-sized droplets, which are visible in the optical 

microscope results, Figure 4.5b. Local vapor pressure gradients, substrate 

temperature, wettability, and substrate thermal conductivity govern the state of the 

condensation, whether or not this condensate deposit freezes, and desublimation 

around the frozen droplet 93 occurs. During the second slower stage of freezing 

(inner droplet freezing front propagation is not shown), whose rate is controlled by 

a balance of heat removal from the droplet into the substrate and latent heat of 

fusion, the droplet further solidifies. As a result of the droplet interface becoming 

ice and also eventually cooling, the evaporation rate also decreases 93. Afterwards, 

in the vicinity of the freezing droplet, the local relative humidity gradually declines 

until it is locally in equilibrium with the ice. The vapor pressure above the ice is 

lower than that above supercooled water at the same temperature conditions. As a 

result, if there are supercooled droplets near the fully solidified droplet, the latter 

will act as a humidity sink to the former, causing evaporation. Hence, condensate 

droplets on the surface can evaporate and disappear altogether, Figure 4.5c. Such 

vapor emitted from liquid evaporating/evaporated droplets can diffuse toward an 

adjacent ice droplet, deposit, and facilitate the formation and growth of an ice 

bridge, starting at the base of the larger frozen droplet, Figure 4.5c. The ice bridge 

can act as freezing initiator for any neighboring supercooled liquid droplet that it 

can reach, Figure 4.5d, leading to ice propagation and frost formation 155,156. We see 
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that the liquid droplet freezes as soon as the ice bridge connects, triggering the next 

iteration of bridging towards another liquid droplet, Figure 4.5d. 

 

Figure 4.6 Thermal imaging of recalescence and cascade freezing. a) Condensed 
supercooled water droplets on bitumen. The white dotted line shows the location of the 
cooling pin below the bituminous layer. b) Rapid release of latent heat of fusion during 
supercooled droplet freezing causes the droplet temperature to increase to the equilibrium 
value. c-d) Ice bridging or freezing of the condensate deposit, as discussed in Figure 4.5, 
results in neighboring droplet freezing and “cascade freezing”. Arrows show the direction 
of a cascading freezing event. 

Figure 4.6a shows supercooled water droplets on bitumen before freezing 

(the dashed line shows the location of the cold pin). The latent heat that is released 

due to freezing raises the temperature of the supercooled droplets to their 

equilibrium freezing temperature, 0 °C (Figure 4.6b-d). The evaporation rate of the 

droplet and the vapor pressure above it increases as a consequence. Eventually, the 

remaining surrounding supercooled droplets freeze. As discussed earlier, a plausible 

mechanism of the observed cascade freezing is ice bridging (Figure 4.5). Additional 

mechanisms have also been discussed in literature 158. Finally, the frozen area 

spreads, and frost covers the entire surface. (See also Figure C.8 in Appendix C for 
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a microscopic image sequence showing recalescence and freezing propagation and 

also the related Video C.3 in Appendix C.) 

 

Figure 4.7 DSC analysis of the virgin and modified bitumen when in contact with 
a 1 µl water droplet (positive heat flow indicates an endothermic process). a) Virgin 
bitumen at 10 °C/min rate, b) virgin bitumen at 20 °C/min rate, c) 25 wt.% PCM modified 
bitumen at 10 °C/min rate, and d) 25 wt.% PCM modified bitumen at 20 °C/min rate. 
Each plot has three heating and cooling cycles.  

Based on the above, we have determined the environmental conditions under 

which condensed droplets form and freeze on bitumen. We now aim to use this 

knowledge and rationally select and embed a phase change material in bitumen and 

study supercooled droplet freezing behavior and how this could be affected by this 

modification. For this, we first studied the natural thermal properties of virgin 

bitumen in contact with water droplets, which is shown by the DSC measurements 

in Figure 4.7a, b (see also Figure C.6a). Here we see that over this temperature range 
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(-50 to 40 °C), the thermal properties of water dominate that of bitumen. (The 

exotherm and endotherm are attributed to supercooled water freezing and ice 

melting, respectively.) To alter the freezing behavior of water on bitumen, we opt 

to add PCM—with a melting temperature near the melting point of water—to 

bitumen in order to produce a heating effect, targeting the retardation of icing and 

aiding the significant heating effect from the latent heat of the water. Here we study 

the effect of embedded PCM microcapsules in virgin bitumen—at a concentration 

where it does not significantly alter the desirable mechanical properties of it (25 

wt.%) 147—which we find can actively release heat over the temperature range of 1 

°C to -20 °C, depending on the cooling rate (Figure 4.7c, d, see also Figure C.6b, in 

Appendix C).  

Despite the nature of metastable subcooled PCM material before 

crystallization, in the case of rapid PCM cooling (-20 °C/min), the crystallization 

activation of the PCM started at about the same temperature as the intermediate 

cooling (-10 °C/min), but the active temperature range—where the PCM still 

releases heat—depends on the time duration. Therefore, according to the cooling 

rates, the convoluted time durations on the temperature axis of the DSC results 

should be noted. (The measured PCM fusion peak temperature values are in the 

range of the -4±3 °C; see Figure C.6b and Figure 4.7.) Kakar et al. 147 showed for 

the same PCM microencapsulated modified bitumen that we used here, the cold 

temperature mechanical performance of the material was improved by embedding 

25 wt.% PCM in bitumen. Moreover, it has also been shown that this PCM 

microcapsule remains stable in the bitumen mixture without agglomeration 147. The 

DSC analysis detected water freezing latent heat release of 17±9 J/g on both 

modified and virgin bitumen, while the PCM heat of fusion at 25 wt.% 
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concentration is 48 ±3 J/g, Figure 4.7c, d. It is noted that the freezing temperature 

of a 1 µl water droplet on PCM modified bitumen is up to ~7 °C lower compared 

to a water droplet freezing on control virgin bitumen specimens. We attribute this 

difference to the fact that the PCM releases a significant amount of heat, warming 

the droplet, meaning that the system is not isothermal and has to cool itself more 

in order to trigger supercooled droplet freezing. 

 

Figure 4.8 PCM can delay freezing on bitumen. Bitumen surfaces after 3 minutes 
cooling at the same constant cooling flux condition from 25 °C for two material states of 
a) Virgin. b) 25 wt.% PCM-modified bitumen. c) Freezing initiation time on a bitumen 
surface plotted for virgin and 25 wt.% PCM-modified bitumen in black and red colors, 
respectively. d) Bitumen surface temperature measured by IR camera plotted for virgin 
and 25 wt.% PCM-modified bitumen in black and red colors, respectively. PCM activation 
occurs gradually as the cooling is done from the bottom of the bitumen. This manifests 
itself into a kink in the temperature profile of the surface temperature once the PCM effect 
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reaches the surface. Initial freezing nucleation temperatures are marked with blue circle 
symbols.  

Figure 4.8a, b show the difference in frost development after 3 minutes of 

constant flux cooling on the virgin bitumen and the PCM-modified bitumen, 

respectively. Different degrees of frost formation and condensation indicate that 

there are differences in substrate temperature at the same environmental 

conditions. Analyzing the optical and infrared results of both surfaces shows that 

condensed water requires almost twice as long to freeze on the PCM-bitumen 

composite compared to the virgin bitumen at the same cooling and environmental 

conditions (Figure 4.8c). This means that the latent heat of fusion from the PCM 

microcapsules can delay the freezing of water on the bitumen surface. IR surface 

temperature measurements reveal that the bitumen containing PCM cools at a 

slower rate and has a significant effect on the surface temperature of bitumen, 

Figure 4.8d. PCM activation occurs gradually as the cooling is done from the 

bottom of the bitumen, manifesting itself as a kink in the temperature profile of the 

surface temperature once the PCM effect reaches the surface. The IR surface 

temperature history plots show that eventually, even after releasing all stored PCM 

heat, the surface temperature of modified bitumen remained at least 10 °C warmer 

at similar time steps compared to control virgin bitumen sample temperature at -30 

°C, Figure 4.8d. We also see that the modified bitumen surface remains warmer 

even after freezing has initiated, which has implications for subsequent ice removal, 

as ice is known to adhere stronger to substrates at colder temperatures compared 

to warmer ones 159. We note that in many applications, the surface of bitumen may 

be contaminated—affecting and possibly promoting condensation nucleation and 

freezing—and that the present approach, which is based on embedding PCMs to 
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enhance surface heating and nucleation delay should also work to delay freezing 

under such challenging real-world conditions since it is based upon the bulk 

modification of bitumen and not the surface alone. 

 Conclusion 

The complex process of condensation and freezing of water on bituminous 

materials was investigated. It was found that the initial temperature at which 

condensation initiated is highly dependent on the relative humidity and the available 

vapor above the cold surface. Different substrate cooling rates have a minor effect 

on the initial condensation temperature. However, for slow cooling rates, where 

bitumen remains exposed to colder temperatures for a longer period of time, water 

upon it freezes at relatively higher subzero temperatures. At the moment of 

freezing, the released latent heat causes the temperature of the supercooled droplets 

to jump to 0 °C, the equilibrium freezing temperature, causing local heating and 

evaporation. Subsequent local condensation of this vapor and its freezing among 

droplets initiates an interesting phenomenon of ice bridging and frost propagation, 

which we reveal with optical microscopy and high-speed infrared imaging. 

Embedding PCM microcapsules with a melting temperature close to that of water 

and at 25 wt.% in bitumen—a concentration that does not significantly alter 

mechanical properties—can markedly delay supercooled water freezing and frost 

formation. It is experimentally shown in the designed experimental condition and 

25 wt.% concentration of the PCM microcapsules in bitumen, that the average 

freezing time shifts from about 85 seconds on virgin bitumen to about 185 seconds 

on PCM modified bitumen. This effect can postpone freezing incidence in constant 
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heat flux cooling and maintain ice-free bitumen surfaces. As discussed earlier, 

previous research has shown that the microcapsules can stay intact during the 

fabrication of asphalt concrete, as long as this is the case, the effect of PCM's is 

repeated through the melting and crystallization cycle dictated by the natural 

temperature fluctuations. Future research could focus on in situ performance of 

such novel additives. 
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 Abstract 

The phenomenon of icing, and the derived processes for its mitigation, are 

of great importance in many applications, ranging from transportation and energy 

to food and refrigeration. This phenomenon has been studied mostly with respect 

to its manifestation on rigid, homogeneous surfaces, with soft materials being the 

topic of more recent investigations. Although, icing often occurs on substrates that 

are chemically and mechanically heterogeneous, e.g., widely used asphalt concrete, 

which consists of rigid aggregates embedded in soft bitumen, to date, ice adhesion 

behavior on such substrates needs to be better understood. Here, we study ice 

adhesion stresses—the stresses necessary to remove ice—of ice blocks on 

heterogeneous materials, juxtaposing the behavior of the two main constituents of 

asphalt concrete, the rigid aggregates (modeled by Macor®) and bitumen, to the 

behavior of bitumen-Macor® composites. We show that the ice adhesion shear 

stress on Macor® is almost twice as large as that on bitumen, whereas the ice 

adhesion normal stress and the normal and shear components of composite stress 

are in a similar range. We synthesize composite substrates that consist of bitumen 

stripes on Macor® and find that increasing bitumen width leads to lower ice 

adhesion stress, while the stripe direction with respect to the applied force direction 

has a minor effect. Based on our findings, we then coat the most ice-adhesive 

component (Macor®) with a thin superhydrophobic coating and show that this can 

reduce ice adhesion stress on the heterogeneous substrates. We also find that for 

ice formed half on bitumen and half on Macor®, if Macor® is first and bitumen 

second with respect to the applied force direction (material order), then the 

measured ice adhesion stress is less compared to the reverse case in material order. 
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 Introduction 

Despite its common manifestation on roads, roofs, terraces, and sidewalks in 

cold climates, the fundamental issue of surface icing—and passive methods to 

prevent it and facilitate its removal—is not well understood. This includes 

condensation freezing on roads and, consequentially, attempting to prevent or delay 

ice formation, as well as investigating facile removal principles of frozen or snow-

covered pavements, leading to the introduction of methods to reduce the stress 

needed to remove ice (termed here as ice adhesion stress) and facilitate ice removal. 

Road surfaces consist of two main components: Rigid aggregates (gravel), which 

are held together by a soft viscoelastic bituminous binder. They have drastically 

different wettability and stiffness properties, causing road surfaces to be both 

chemically and mechanically heterogeneous. 

To date, research on ice adhesion mechanisms has focused on rigid materials 

95,160–163, proposing textured low-surface energy coatings possessing low ice adhesion 

stress 72. Liquid-infused (i.e., lubricated) surface technology has attempted to take 

advantage of embedded liquid interface properties in solid structures to reduce ice 

adhesion stresses 80,164–166. It is shown that the rigid phase arrangement and area 

fraction of the liquid-infused surface can control ice adhesion by governing local 

conductive heat transfer, ice-substrate interaction, and locally cracking initiation of 

the iced interface 165,166. Recently, the impact of substrate compliance on ice 

adhesion stress has attracted researchers’ attention, and a number of studies have 

been undertaken on this topic 167–173. Petit et. al. have shown that substrate 

compliance  does not have a significant role on freezing initiation time while later 

the substrate deformation influences interfacial area and consequently freezing 
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process is faster on softer substrates 167. Applied force on frozen interfaces can form 

surface instabilities and fringes, depending on the soft substrate thickness and the 

neighboring material properties, whether soft or rigid 168,169. It has been shown that 

a rigid object on a compliant substrate slides in shear mode unless the developing 

normal force (at the location of the applied force) reaches a critical value and 

detaches the interfaces of the rigid object and soft substrate 170. Despite the brittle 

ice removal from rigid materials, it is shown that ice detaches from soft surfaces in 

a dynamic stick-slip motion i.e., intermittent movement with recurring cycles of 

stationary and sliding phases 172. Furthermore, for long enough ice blocks, ice 

adhesion could become independent of the ice area which results in very low ice 

adhesion stresses for large area ice-soft material interfaces 173. 

While the behavior of ice on homogeneous surfaces is understood to a 

degree, the fundamentals of ice formation and adhesion on heterogeneous 

substrates—for both wettability and stiffness—are not, and relatively few studies 

have been conducted on this topic 174–176. Liu et al. showed that substrate 

hydrophobic-hydrophilic boundaries can block the ice-substrate front and alter the 

ice growth mode transition when the wettability of the solid substrate changes 174. 

Irajizad et al. measured ice adhesion stresses on heterogeneous materials —a low 

shear modulus material dispersed in a high shear modulus matrix— and showed 

that stress mismatch of ice interface with heterogeneous substrate can reduce ice 

adhesion stress 175. Once a minimal force is applied (resulting in approximately 1 

kPa), ice detaches from the low shear modulus material phase and forms cavities at 

the interface of the substrate material and ice, leading to a stress concentration 

around the cavity and inducing crack and cavity growth and fracture of interfaces 

175. Experiments performed on patterned rigid-soft substrates of aluminum-
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polyurethane have shown that by increasing the area fraction percentage of the 

softer component (stripes from 2mm width to 10 mm, respecting 0% to 77% for 

26 mm square samples), the ice adhesion is reduced independently of the substrate 

heterogeneity direction (stripes in the aluminum filled of the softer polyurethane 

phase) on the anisotropic substrate 176. 

Several ice adhesion studies have been conducted specifically on road 

surfaces, mostly focusing on practical applications 29,31,32,177–181. It is shown that 

regardless of the bulk water or ambient conditions a layer of small, bubble-free ice 

crystals nucleate on the pavement surface once its temperature drops below 

subzero 182. However, this layer is strong and well adhered but if the nucleation 

could be prevented using either salt or changing the substrate surface energy, ice 

adhesion would be weaker due to larger ice crystals inner bulk water and entrapped 

bubbles 182. Peng et al. showed that replacing asphalt concrete fillers with anti-

freezing salt-based components and fumed silica-based coating can delay freezing 

and significantly reduce the ice adhesion stress 32. Arabzadeh et al. showed that 

spraying superhydrophobic coatings on asphalt surfaces can also reduce ice 

adhesion stress 31,181. By lowering the substrate asphalt concrete temperature from 

0 °C to -10 °C, cohesive failure in ice becomes dominant compared to adhesive 

failure at the interface 178. In large-scale asphalt concrete samples, Dan et al. found 

that the normal-tension ice adhesion depends logarithmically on the ice 

temperature, whereas in the case of the shear stress, a linear relation was exhibited 

177. 

In this study, we investigate the fundamentals of ice adhesion stress on 

heterogeneous bituminous surfaces at smaller sub-centimeter scales. To this end, at 

sample surface temperature of T2 = -19.5 ± 0.5 °C, the impact of substrate 
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mechanical and chemical heterogeneity on ice adhesion stress is studied by 

juxtaposing soft viscoelastic bitumen next to rigid glass-ceramic aggregates that we 

model by Macor®. We synthesize heterogeneous substrates that consist of bitumen 

stripes on Macor® and find that increasing stripe width—for the same ice block 

size—leads to lower ice adhesion stress. We also find that the stripe direction with 

respect to the applied force direction does not have a pronounced effect on ice 

adhesion stress. Based on these findings, we then focus on modifying Macor®, the 

most adhesive component of the heterogeneous substrate, and to this end, we 

exploit an up-scalable, superhydrophobic, durable coating technique. We confirm 

that a superhydrophobic coating can significantly reduce the ice adhesion stress on 

Macor®. We also find that for ice blocks that are half on the bitumen stripe and 

half on Macor® (also superhydrophobic Macor®), if the rigid Macor® is first and 

softer bitumen second with respect to the applied force direction, then the 

measured ice adhesion stress is less compared to the reverse case. Our findings add 

to necessary fundamental knowledge contributing to the design of bituminous 

surfaces with facile ice removal behavior, paves the path for further studies in the 

future. 

 Methods and Material Studied 

 MATERIALS 

Figure 5.1a shows a schematic of an ice block on a heterogeneous bituminous 

surface consisting of rigid Macor® (white) and soft bitumen (black), with the 

applied force for the removal of this block shown with the red arrow. The material 

used for the soft component was virgin bitumen Q8 70/100 with penetration grade 
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70/100, density 1.029 g/cm3 of Middle Eastern origin with a medium softness 

range of 82 (0.1 mm) needle penetration (EN 1426), and softening temperature 

(EN 1427) of 45.8 °C, and dynamic viscosity of 163 Pa-s at 60 °C. For this type of 

bitumen, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results indicated that its glass 

transition temperature is ca. -20 °C and that it has a melting peak at ca. 28 °C. The 

reported SARA (saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltene) factions of this 

bitumen type are 3.8, 59.6, 22.2, and 14.6 %, respectively 47,130. SARA analysis is an 

operational method to separate the bitumen into its characteristic finite fractions 

according to the polarity, molar mass and aromatic content of the molecules 40. 

Figure 5.1b, and c show the significant mechanical and wetting behavior 

differences, relevant to ice adhesion, between the employed bitumen and Macor®. 

Bitumen is a temperature- and frequency-dependent viscoelastic material with a 

complex modulus, G, of 0.15 MPa at 20 °C and 81 MPa at -10 °C under 0.1 Hz, 10 

% strain, shown in Figure 5.1b (see also Figure D1). Aggregates have random 

shapes and uncontrolled surface properties; therefore, we used Macor® as a 

representative material for asphalt concrete aggregates. Macor® has a complex 

modulus of 25.5 GPa over the experimental temperature range of this study, Figure 

5.1b. The surface of bitumen is generally hydrophobic with an advancing contact 

angle of > 110° and a receding contact angle of ca. 75°, Figure 5.1c. On the other 

hand, Macor® is superhydrophilic and has a receding angle of < 5°, Figure 5.1c. 
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Figure 5.1 Ice adhesion on road-like materials at subzero temperatures. a) General 
schematic of ice formation on heterogeneous road-like surfaces. b) Complex modulus of 
bitumen at 20 °C and -10 °C at 0.1 Hz versus reported complex modulus of Macor® 

material at 25 °C 183. c) Receding contact angle of a water droplet on bitumen surface and 

Macor® at two sample temperatures of 25 °C and -10 °C and environmental condition of 
RH < 1% at 24 ± 1 °C.  

Such high contact angle hysteresis on bitumen could be due to surface 

tension driven substrate deformation—due to its softness at room temperature—

at the triple contact line, as has been shown for other soft substrates 184–186. 

Furthermore, previous work has shown that the surface of bitumen is complex, 

possessing heterogeneous surface chemistry and intrinsic roughness that potentially 

can affect contact angle hysteresis 187. Macor®, on the other hand, is a machinable 

glass-ceramic with similar properties to common aggregates such as limestone, 

basalt, and sandstone, and its hydrophilic property is to be expected, Table 5.1. 

Measurements shows that the studied Macor® has microscale surface roughness 

with average RMS roughness of 0.34 ± 0.04 µm (see Figure D2 and Figure D3) 

whereas reported average roughness RSM the commonly in the order of tens of 

micros 188,189. Based on the above, one should anticipate differences, with respect to 

ice adhesion, between the behavior of such a composite material and the case where 

the surface consists one of those materials, acting alone. 
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Table 5.1 Properties of commonly used asphalt concrete aggregates and Macor® 

material at 25 °C 183. Where values of, thermal conductivity (𝐾), specific heat (𝐶𝑃), density 

(𝜌), apparent contact angle 𝜃∗, and complex modulus (𝐺) are reported. 

 

Thermal 

conductivity 

𝑲 (W.m-1.K-1)  

Specific heat  

𝑪𝑷 (J.kg-1.K-1) 

Density 

𝝆 (kg.m-3) 

Contact angle 

𝜽∗ (deg) 

Complex 

modulus 

𝑮 (GPa) 

Macor® 1.46 790 2520 
Advancing: 28 ± 2 

Receding: < 5 
25.5 

Basalt 1.7 840 2400-3100 74 ± 5 50 

Limestone 1.26-3.0 909 2700 - 3-27 

Sandstone 1.7-3.0 710-900 2850 - 10-20 

 SUBSTRATES AND COATINGS 

To fabricate thin virgin bitumen coatings on a Macor® substrate—and also 

to create stripes of bitumen in Macor® notches—we used a solvent casting 

approach. To prepare the bitumen solution, 1 g of virgin bitumen was diluted in 4 

ml toluene (Sigma-Aldrich 99.8%) at room temperature (ca. 25 °C) and mixed using 

a shaker (Heidolph Multi Reax) at 2,000 rpm for 2 minutes. A drop of 150 µl virgin 

bitumen solution was then dispensed on Macor® disks (1 mm thick, 18 mm 

diameter). The solvent cast sample was left under a fume hood in ambient 

conditions until most of the toluene solvent evaporated, which was observed to 

occur within half an hour. Next, samples were heated on a hotplate at 115 °C for 

five minutes, above the bitumen softening temperature of 45.8 °C and the toluene 

boiling temperature of 111 °C, to ensure uniform and smooth surfaces. Thereafter, 

the samples were placed in a refrigerator for five minutes at 4 ± 2 °C to cool and 
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solidify the bitumen coating layer. The final bitumen thickness was measured to be 

≈ 225 µm (see also Figure D4a).  

To create superhydrophobic surfaces on Macor®, we deposited polymer-

nanoparticle dispersions onto it by spray coating following a previously published 

method 190. The coating thickness was ca. 25 µm (see also Figure D4b). To prepare 

the dispersion for spray, we first made two stock solutions and a nanoparticle 

suspension. The first stock solution consisted of 10 wt.% PVDF (polyvinylidene 

fluoride) in NMP (N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone) and was generated by adding PVDF to 

NMP and then mixing it slowly for 5 hours at 40 °C. The second stock solution 

consisted of 10 wt.% PMMA (poly(methyl methacrylate)) in acetone and was 

generated by combining PMMA beads with acetone and mixing it at 1200 rpm for 

8 hours. The nanoparticle suspension consisted of 10 wt.% hydrophobic fumed 

silica (HFS; Aerosil R 8200, Evonik Industries) in acetone and was created by 

combining HFS and acetone and probe sonicating it for 30 seconds (130 W, 3 mm 

probe, 50% amplitude, 20 kHz frequency, Sonics Vibracell, VCX-130). One 

portion of each of the two solutions and ten portions of suspension were then 

combined and diluted with additional ten portion of acetone, resulting in a final 12 

g mixture (for 0.5 g portions) can approximately coat an area of 25 𝑐𝑚2. To create 

stripes of bitumen on Macor®, 200 µm deep notches were cut into the Macor® 

surface, with widths of either 0.5, 1, or 1.8 mm, and then they were filled with the 

bitumen-toluene solution (~22 wt.%, 1 gr bitumen in 4 µl toluene). The ice mold 

that we use to measure ice adhesion is a tube that has an inner diameter (ID) of 1.8 

mm, so these bitumen stripe widths of 0.5, 1, and 1.8 mm correspond to ice-

bitumen contact area fractions of 𝜙 = 35%, 67%, and 100% (experiments described 
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in detail later). We used pure Macor® surfaces (𝜙 = 0% bitumen-ice contact area) 

as control samples. 

 CHARACTERIZATION 

We used a commercial goniometer (OCA35, DataPhysics Instruments 

GmbH) to perform contact angle measurements in sessile mode contact angle at 

0.5 µl/s dosing rate with final droplet volume of 10 µl. A homemade environmental 

chamber was installed on the goniometer stage for contact angle measurements in 

order to control sample temperature and environment relative humidity (RH) 

conditions (see Figure D5). The inlet nitrogen stream at room temperature 

provided RH< 1%. The contact angle measurements were conducted at two 

sample temperatures of 25 °C and -10 °C, controlled by a thermoelectric element. 

Commercial software was used for contact angle post-processing (DataPhysics 

Instruments GmbH). 

We performed ice adhesion in three modes of pure shear stress (applied force 

parallel and tangential to the substrate), combined stress (applied force at a finite height 

from the substrate and parallel to it), and normal-tension stress (force perpendicular to 

the substrate). The ice adhesion setup comprised four main elements (see Figure 

D6a, and b). A commercial cryogenic system was used as the cooling stage to cool 

the substrates to subzero temperatures (BSC 196 from Linkam Scientific 

Instruments Ltd.). The stage temperature was set to -24.5 °C, and the surface 

temperature was measured T2 = -19.5 ± 0.5 °C by a T-type thermocouple. A 

copper plate was designed and installed on the cold stage for mounting and holding 

samples firmly. At least 20 minutes of conditioning time was considered after 

cooling the stage from room condition to the target temperature at -20 °C/min to 
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ensure the water column was frozen on the sample. An environmental chamber 

was built from transparent Plexiglas® and mounted on top of the cryogenic stage 

to control humidity and prevent condensation and frosting on the sample. Inlet N2 

gas guarantees dry environmental condensation to prevent frost formation on the 

surfaces. Over the conditioning time before conducting the ice adhesion stress 

measurement experiments, environmental conditions stabilize at T1 = 13 ± 1 °C 

and RH < 1% and environmental temperature of 24 ± 1 °C. 

A force sensor (Mark-10 model M5-5) was connected to a rod to induce force 

while measuring the ice adhesion force for a given ice contact area. An opening at 

the chamber wall was used as an access point for the force sensor rod. A pointed 

head was installed on the rod for the pure shear and combined stress ice adhesion 

tests to push 9 mm tall ice mold made of hard plastic (polystyrene) cylinders with 

an inner diameter of 𝐷i = 1.8 mm and an outer diameter 𝐷𝑜= 3 mm. Initially, the 

empty ice molds were gently placed on the sample surface and then filled with 

deionized water up to 8 mm in height from the bottom. The height of the tip of 

the rod from the sample surface (h) was set to zero for the pure shear mode (Figure 

D6a). For combined stress, a force was applied parallel to the substrate surface at 

the center-of-mass of the ice (h = 4 mm). For the normal-tension mode, a triangular 

ring was attached to the same size ice molds. The force rod was mounted on top 

of the ice cylinder and connected to it by a hook, and the force was applied away 

from and normal to the substrate surface. 

The force sensor was installed on linear stage (NRT150/M, Thorlabs, Inc.), 

and the height (h) was adjusted by a lab jack (L490/M, Thorlabs, Inc.), according 

to the required experimental modes. All ice adhesion experiments were conducted 

by induced force from a rod starting from a stationary mode with an acceleration 
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of a = 0.01 mm/s2, far enough to reach the constant velocity of V = 0.1 mm/s 

steady-state velocity condition at contact. This velocity was selected based on 

commonly reported and recommended values in other similar ice adhesion 

experiments 72,191,192. 

Samples were placed in configuration to accommodate two bitumen stripe 

directions, resulting in a perpendicular force and the other to result in a parallel 

force with respect to the notch. For the composite bitumen-Macor® samples, the 

circular ice mold was placed on the bitumen stripe so that the stripe was in the 

middle of the ice cross-sectional area. Despite the directional independence of 

samples in the normal-tension ice adhesion mode, these samples were installed in a 

perpendicular direction as defined before (Figure D8a). To compare mean value 

differences between each set of data for different ice adhesion tests on 

heterogeneous materials, we conducted a statistical two-sampled, two-sided 

Student’s t-test and determined the probability (P) associated with a Student’s 

paired-test. 

 In the configuration where the ice mold cross-sectional area was placed on 

the bitumen-Macor® boundary where the bitumen stripe width was 1.8 mm so that 

half of the ice area was in contact with the bitumen and the other half was in contact 

with the Macor® ceramic (Figure D8b). For two ice adhesion modes of pure shear 

stress and combined stress, the impact of the material order was examined with 

respect to the applied force, which was parallel to the substrate surface. 

 Results and Analysis 

First, we show the results of the ice adhesion experiments on homogeneous 

Macor® and virgin bitumen. Figure 5.2a-c depicts a schematic drawing of the ice 
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adhesion experimental setup in three different modes: pure shear stress, combined 

stress, and normal-tension stress, respectively. Figure 5.2d-f show plots of the 

experimentally measured force vs. time in these three different modes on bitumen 

and Macor® substrates; the maximum magnitude of the force required to remove 

ice from the substrate, F*, measured during these experiments were used to 

calculate the ice adhesion stress along with the ice-substrate contact area. The 

combined stress mode has a lower F* due to the torque generated by force acting 

at the bottom corner of the mold.  Figure 5.2g-i shows ice adhesion stresses based 

on F* on bitumen and Macor®, for the three modes of pure shear (𝜏shear
∗ ,), 

combined stress (𝜏cs
∗ , and 𝜎cs

∗ ,), and normal-tension (𝜎normal
∗ ). We calculate the 

pure shear ice adhesion stress by 𝜏shear
∗ = 4𝐹∗/(𝜋𝐷i

2), the combined ice adhesion 

stress by 𝜏cs
∗ =  4𝐹∗/(𝜋𝐷i

2) and 𝜎cs
∗ =  8ℎ𝐹∗/(𝜋𝐷i

3), and the normal ice 

adhesion stress by 𝜎normal
∗ = −4𝐹∗/(𝜋𝐷i

2). 
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Figure 5.2 Ice adhesion modes on heterogeneous bitumen. Schematic drawing of 
experimental modes to measure a) pure shear stress b) combined stress, and c) normal-
tension stress. Examples of experimentally measured force curves vs. time for d) pure 
shear stress, e) combined stress, and f) normal-tension stress ice adhesion modes. 
Calculated stresses based on absolute peak force F*defined in (d) (e) or (f) are plotted in 

the box plot (left) and data points (right) for three modes of g) pure shear (𝜏shear
∗ ), h) 

combined stresses (𝜎cs
∗  and 𝜏cs

∗ ), and i) normal-tension (𝜎normal
∗ ) plotted for the absolute 

tensile force value. Each data point represents an experiment of ice adhesion stress 
measurement. 

F* was higher on Macor® in all investigated modes compared to bitumen. Also, 

such force vs. time plots are consistent with a brittle breakage behavior, as the force 

values drop rapidly after the peak, especially for the pure shear and normal-tension 

modes. For the combined stress ice adhesion measurements, 𝜎cs
∗  is significantly 
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greater than 𝜏cs
∗ , indicating that normal stresses dominate. This is due to the 

mathematical correlation 𝜎cs
∗ /𝜏cs

∗ =  2ℎ/𝐷𝑖 depending on of ℎ and 𝐷𝑖 values. The 

value of 𝜏shear
∗  as well as 𝜏cs

∗  and 𝜎cs
∗  on Macor® are approximately twice the 

corresponding values on the bitumen substrate alone (Figure 5.2g, and h). From 

this, we see that ice adheres stronger to Macor® relative to bitumen. In contrast, 

the value of 𝜎normal
∗  on bitumen and Macor® shows higher data scattering (Figure 

5.2i). This can be explained by Kendall's theory describing removal of a rigid object 

from an elastomer in tensile mode. Based on this theory, the tensile modulus is 

three times higher than the shear modulus 193,194. Here we assume that viscoelastic 

bitumen is primarily elastic in cold temperatures, which explains the fact that 

primarily tensile failure was seen. 

Using heterogeneous bituminous surfaces that consist of a bitumen stripe on 

Macor®, Figure 5.3a shows plots of 𝜏shear
∗  vs. the bitumen-ice contact area 

fraction, 𝜙. 𝜙 was varied by varying the stripe width while keeping the ice-substrate 

contact area the same. The direction of the bitumen stripe along its long length is 

perpendicular to the applied force for four bitumen-ice surface fractions (𝜙 = 0%, 

35%, 67%, and 100%). Figure 5.3b shows a plot of 𝜏shear
∗  vs. 𝜙 for the 

configuration where the stripe direction along its long length is parallel to the 

applied force direction. Results of the probability (𝑃), associated with a Student’s 

paired T-test, with a two-tailed distribution, are shown for each pair of samples only 

when the difference between two groups is significant (i.e. 𝑃 <  0.05) by red lines. 
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Figure 5.3 Impact of substrate heterogeneity and anisotropy on ice adhesion. 

Results are shown for four bitumen-ice area fractions of 𝜙 = 0% (i.e., pure Macor®), 35%, 
67%, and 100%. Samples were installed in two selective stripe directions—defined as the 
direction along the long length of the stripe—namely, perpendicular and parallel to the 

applied force. Plots of 𝜏shear
∗   vs. 𝜙  for a) perpendicular and b) parallel applied force 

directions; results of probability associated with a Student’s paired T-test, with a two-tailed 
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distribution, are shown by red lines only for each pair of samples only when the difference 

between two groups is significant (i.e. P < 0.05). Plots of 𝜎cs
∗  and 𝜏cs

∗  vs. 𝜙  for c) 

perpendicular and d) parallel applied force directions. e) Plot of 𝜎normal
∗  vs. 𝜙, and such 

measurements are neutral to the direction of the stripe with respect to the applied force 
direction; but samples were installed in similar perpendicular directions as panels (a) and 
(c). 

Figure 5.3c and Figure 5.3d shows plots of 𝜎cs
∗  and 𝜏cs

∗  vs. 𝜙 for the cases 

where the applied force—which is applied parallel to the substrate interface—is 

acting in a direction that is perpendicular and parallel to the bitumen stripe along 

its long direction, respectively. Figure 5.3e shows a plot of 𝜎normal
∗  vs. 𝜙. 

When bitumen is 𝜙 = 0%, this means that the substrate is pure Macor®, and 

such substrates have the highest values of 𝜏shear
∗  of the four surface bitumen 

fractions studied. The lowest value of 𝜏shear
∗  was measured in the case of 𝜙 = 67% 

(Figure 5.3a). In the case of an applied parallel force to the bitumen stripe (Figure 

5.3b), 𝜏shear
∗  correlates well with 𝜙. Similar to the combined stress results in Figure 

5.3c-d, the values of 𝜎normal
∗  in Figure 5.3e show a large spread. As mentioned 

before, in our experimental mode for the combined shear stress measurements, the 

value of 𝜎cs
∗  (magnitude) is larger than 𝜏cs

∗ . From the T-test comparison (Figure 

5.3a, b), it is evident that 𝜙 has a marked impact on 𝜏shear
∗    but not on 𝜎cs

∗ , 𝜏cs
∗  , 

and 𝜎normal
∗ . 

Armed with an improved knowledge of ice adhesion stress on both 

homogeneous and composite samples, we can state that Macor® is the component 

with the highest values of  𝜏shear
∗  , 𝜎cs

∗ , 𝜏cs
∗  , and 𝜎normal

∗ . To reduce its adhesion 

to ice, we deposited a previously developed superhydrophobic coating 190 onto the 

Macor® surface. Micrographs of pure Macor® (Figure 5.4a) and the 

superhydrophobic coated Macor® (Figure 5.4b; SHM) reveal that the coating is 
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uniform. SHM was measured to have a receding contact angle of > 150° at room 

condition (Figure 5.4c) with very small < 1° contact angle hysteresis. Even with 

care taken to keep environmental conditions dry, while cooling the substrate to -10 

°C, condensation likely formed on the Macor® and SHM surface roughness, 

causing the receding contact angle to decrease. This is a result of the fact that the 

droplet is at ambient temperature and has a higher vapor pressure around the 

droplet 195. Using Macor® and SHM substrates, Figure 5.4d, Figure 5.4e, and Figure 

5.4f show plots of 𝜏shear
∗  ; 𝜎cs

∗  and 𝜏cs
∗  ; and 𝜎normal

∗ , respectively. 

 

Figure 5.4 Reducing ice adhesion to Macor®. Micrographs of a) a pure Macor® surface 
and b) a Macor® substrate with a superhydrophobic coating (SHM). c) Receding contact 
angles of a water droplet on Macor® and SHM at two sample temperatures of 25 °C and -10 
°C and environmental condition of RH < 1% at 24 ± 1 °C. Plots of ice adhesion stress on 

Macor and SHM: d) 𝜏shear
∗ , e), 𝜎cs

∗  and 𝜏cs
∗ , and f) 𝜎normal

∗ . Scale bars: (a)-(b) 1 mm. 

The wettability results show that the superhydrophobic behavior of this and 

any other similar coating depends on the environmental temperature and the 

relevant values of contact angles are not those of measurements in standard 

atmospheric conditions but those measured at the actual low-temperature 
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experimental conditions (Figure 5.4c). Increasing the hydrophobicity of Macor® 

leads to a decrease in 𝜏shear
∗  , 𝜎cs

∗ , 𝜏cs
∗  , and 𝜎normal

∗ —by approximately half—

compared to its initial value on untreated Macor® (Figure 5.4d-f). Several possible 

mechanisms contribute to reducing ice adhesion stress on hydrophobic surfaces. 

First, trapped air pockets in the surface topography of hydrophobic coatings 

provide weak mechanical bonding between ice and substrate 196. These cavities can 

behave as localized stress zones and make it easier to break the ice–substrate 

interface 197. Secondly, low surface energy coatings can reduce ice adhesion stress 

72. Furthermore, it is possible that a portion of the superhydrophobic coating is 

actually removed during the ice detachment process, with the top layer of the 

coating acting as a sacrificial layer. From the practical aspects, on the one hand, 

using a superhydrophobic coating on pavements raises concerns of coating 

durability, and the reduced traction forces on the pavement due to surface chemical 

treatments that could negatively affect skid resistance. On the other hand, it is 

shown that mechanical hysteresis resulting from rubber tire deformation with 

pavement's rough surface topography can hold the required friction 31,181,198,199.  

Before discussing our results further, we reiterate our objective of increasing 

the intrinsic icephobicity of surfaces relevant to roads after understanding ice 

adhesion on heterogeneous bituminous surfaces with the main component 

elements of road surfaces (bitumen and gravel). The next consideration is the effect 

of the material order in the direction of applied force (that is, bitumen first or Macor® 

first) on ice adhesion stress. The ice contact areas on these materials are equal. 

Figure 5.5a shows a plot of 𝜏shear
∗  vs. the material order appearance with respect to 

the applied force direction for bitumen-Macor® and bitumen-SHM substrates. 
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Figure 5.5b shows a plot of 𝜎cs
∗  and 𝜏cs

∗   vs. the material order appearance with 

respect to the applied force direction for bitumen-Macor® and bitumen-SHM 

substrates. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 The role of material order on ice adhesion to heterogeneous bituminous 
surfaces. Ice adhesion on the boundary of compliant-rigid materials and impact of the 

material order for ice adhesion mode of a) 𝜏shear
∗  and b) 𝜎cs

∗  and 𝜏cs
∗ . The color code and 

abbreviations are black for bitumen (B), red for Macor® (M), and green for chemically coated 
superhydrophobic Macor® (SHM). 

When the rigid Macor® (or SHM) is placed before the softer bitumen, 

𝜏shear
∗  is lower than in the opposite case, Figure 5.5a. In both material order 

configurations, by making the Macor® superhydrophobic, the value of 𝜏shear
∗  

decreases. Notably, lower 𝜏shear
∗  were recorded when synergy both parameters of 

the material order and Macor® surface coating. The lowest value of 𝜏shear
∗  was 

measured when the SHM was the first material to appear—relative to the applied 

force—followed by bitumen. In the case of the combined stress, the material order 

appearance relative to the applied stress direction has an effect on 𝜎cs
∗  and 𝜏cs

∗  , 

although both results are less pronounced compared to the pure shear stress case. 
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Although 𝜎cs
∗  is larger than 𝜏cs

∗  , the trend remains similar, and the SHM-bitumen 

substrate shows a lower ice adhesion stress (Figure 5.5b). 

 The above behavior—where the ice adhesion stresses are lower when the 

rigid material appears first, and the softer material appears second relative to the 

applied force—can be explained by the interfacial interaction of ice with rigid and 

soft substrates. Soft materials, to an extent, can deform by the stresses in any 

direction, while rigid materials cannot follow interfacial strains in contact with 

another solid body. The elasticity of a soft substrate can potentially prevent early 

micro-crack formation under small strains, and the existing cracks cannot connect 

and propagate along with the interface. The applied force hits the ice mold from a 

single point with a high-stress concentration at the location of force. Therefore, 

when the soft material appears first relative to the applied force, larger stresses on 

the soft material can be paid off by high strains and allow the rigid section also 

contributes to the carrying ice adhesion stress. When the rigid section is the first 

material, due to negligible strain, the stress cannot completely transmit, and the 

contribution of the soft section remains limited. Thereafter, the half area of the ice 

mold on the rigid section mainly takes the stresses, and when the stress reaches the 

critical point, the ice substrate detaches by lower applied forces.  

 Discussion and conclusions 

This study investigated ice adhesion on heterogeneous (bitumen-Macor®) 

materials representative of elementary road surface composition in three modes: 

pure shear, combined stress, and normal-tension. We showed that Macor® yields 

the highest ice adhesion stresses compared to bitumen. Two parameters of the 

sample heterogeneity, namely, direction with respect to the applied force 
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(perpendicular or parallel) and the bitumen fraction of the composite substrates 

mainly affect the pure shear mode adhesion. By increasing the bitumen fraction, 

the pure shear stress mode showed a decreasing trend. Moreover, it is shown that 

a superhydrophobic coating can reduce the ice adhesion stresses of rigid Macor® 

at low temperatures. Ice adhesion stresses of Macor® after surface treatment 

decrease to the same range as for homogeneous bitumen alone and is half of the 

initial (before coating) value of pure Macor®. We also found that for ice formed 

half on the bitumen and half on Macor® (or  Macor® made superhyrophobic), if 

Macor® is first and bitumen second  (material order), with respect to the applied 

force direction, then the measured ice adhesion stress is less compared to the 

reverse case. This material order combined with the surface treatment modification 

reduced ice adhesion stresses further. In this case, the results were also lower than 

ice adhesion stress values for each component material.  

The present basic results show concepts that can affect ice adhesion on 

surfaces relevant to road and other applications, where mechanical heterogeneity is 

present. Future studies can exploit such basic concepts on larger scale applications, 

aiding the development of surfaces with facile ice removal properties, while also 

complying with available guidelines and standards of mechanical performance, skid 

resistance, and environmental footprint. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK 

 Conclusions 

This thesis has contributed to developing a deeper understanding of the 

bituminous materials subzero temperature behavior and interfacial phenomena of 

condensation freezing and ice adhesion, constructing a pathway for designing 

intrinsic icephobic bituminous surfaces. 

First, the bitumen surface microstructures were studied as a function of 

cooling from room condition. Then, the chemical composition of the bitumen 

surface domains was analyzed, and their chemical contrast was mapped using an 

advanced microscopy technique. It is shown that new transition and sal domains 

emerge at cold temperatures in addition to the bitumen initial three surface 

domains. Moreover, we show that the bitumen surface microstructures evolve 

based on both temperature and the cooling rate. 

Then, the focus thesis shifted to the topic of the interaction of bitumen with 

water and delved into condensation freezing phenomena on bituminous surfaces. 

It is shown that initial environmental relative humidity and substrate cooling rate 

can alter the condensation and freezing nucleation temperatures. The mechanisms 

of different phenomena such as temperature jump and ice bridging of the freezing 

supercooled droplets on bituminous surfaces were explained. Toward designing 

intrinsic icephobic road materials, a phase change material modification was 

introduced, and its performance at subzero temperatures to prevent condensation 

freezing was examined. 
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Finally, ice adhesion stresses on bituminous surfaces were investigated, and 

affecting parameters were studied. The goal was set to measure ice adhesion on 

heterogeneous soft-rigid surfaces reminiscent of the heterogeneous asphalt road 

surfaces. The results showed that the heterogeneity direction has no pronounced 

impact on the ice adhesion stress. In contrast, rigid-soft heterogeneous substrate 

material order with respect to the applied stress can significantly decrease ice 

adhesion stress if the rigid material is the first material. Ice on modified samples 

showed lower adhesion stresses by taking advantage of surface treatment 

technology developments regarding fabricating hydrophobic and icephobic 

surfaces. 

 Outlook 

This thesis investigated the fundamentals of icing-resistant bitumen-based 

materials. It would be valuable to upscale the current approaches and test the 

abrasion resistance, mechanical durability, and skid-resistance of the materials. The 

environmental footprint and service life performance of such modified surfaces 

need to also be examined. Two technologies were investigated on the one hand, 

bitumen modification and on the other aggregate surface modification. Both these 

technologies can be developed further to retard ice formation and reduce ice 

adhesion in asphalt pavements. 

Based on the current developed knowledge, we could also suggest further 

studies on designing an artificial aggregate with embedded inner phase change 

material and outer shell with intrinsic superhydrophobic surface properties. These 

engineered aggregates could replace as fillers or other mineral aggregates of the 

asphalt mixture. It is also recommended to tune the phase change material capacity 
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and activation temperature based on the day and night temperature cycle to prevent 

overheating of pavement during the day sunlight by absorbing heat and postponing 

ice formation overnight by releasing heat. 
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APPENDIX A 

Specimen properties 

Annealed bitumen sample on the glass coverslip, disregarding the edges, 

covers approximately a uniform thickness. To estimate the thickness of the 1.5±0.5 

mg heat-casted bitumen samples on the coverslips, we assume that bitumen covers 

approximately an area of 2 mm by 2 mm uniformly (Figure A.1a). The bitumen is 

from Q8 petroleum 200 with penetration grade 70/100 and a density of 1029 kg/m3. 

Therefore we can calculate its volume based on the known weight and density for 

a given area, and then it is possible to calculate the approximate film thickness. 

m = ρV =  ρAh  

2 × 10−3 [gr] = (1029 × 103  [
gr

m3⁄ ]) × (4 × 10−6 [m2]) × h [m] 

 

h = 4.86 × 10−4 [m] ≈ 500 [μm] 

(A. 1) 

AFM-IR and experimental setup 

We used a nanoIR2 device from Anasys Inc./Bruker. A pulse tuned laser gun 

from Daylight Solutions, model MIRcat-2400, is used as the IR laser, consisting of 

four sources, covering a range of wavenumbers from 892 cm-1 to 1958 cm-1 

(wavelength: 5 to 11.5 µm; maximum power: 50 mW). This IR range is suitable for 

characterizing organic materials such as bitumen.  

This AFM-IR is equipped with an environmental chamber to run scans in 

controlled conditions. Besides, we used aluminum and copper disks to elevate the 

sample position for the AFM-IR measurements, but we confirmed that surface 

temperature quickly follows the stage temperature (see Figure 3.4d). Since we 

cannot monitor the surface temperature (T2) during scanning, we calibrated the 
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sample surface temperature (T2) versus the stage stepwise cycle (T1) using a T-type 

thermocouple for similar conditions.  

To do AFM-IR scans in the tapping mode, the AFM topography and phase 

scans were collected using the first mechanical resonance of the cantilever. We used 

gold-coated probes (Model: PR-Ex-TbIR-A-10) in the attraction regime of the 

tapping cantilever tip and sample. In the attraction regime, the cantilever operates 

below its free oscillation resonance. The free oscillating tapping peak frequency was 

tuned while the cantilever was at a distance of 100 µm above the sample surface. 

The first mechanical resonance frequency of the probes was 60±15 kHz, with a 

spring constant of 1 to 7 N/m. The corresponding phase angle for the resonance 

frequency peak served as the reference phase angle and zero value for the AFM 

phase contrast image and as an intermediate value for the substrate compliance. 

However, the operating frequency of the cantilever during scanning is different 

from the free oscillation resonance, because when the cantilever approaches the 

surface, tip, sample forces emerge. Therefore, we set the operation frequency 

resonance 5% below the free oscillation peak based on the manufacturer’s 

recommendations. The AFM scan setting was for the attraction regime of the 

tapping cantilever tip and sample. In the attraction regime, the cantilever operates 

below its free oscillation resonance (set to 5% below free oscillation peak based on 

the manufacturer recommendation). The corresponding phase angle for the 

resonance frequency peak served as the reference phase angle and zero value for 

the AFM phase contrast image as an intermediate value for the substrate 

compliance.  

We scanned all AFM-IR images in an enclosed environmental chamber to 

control humidity and sample temperature. Figure A.1b shows a schematic drawing 

and thermal diagram of the AFM-IR chamber. The black thin film (ca. 0.5 mm 
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thickness) is the heat-casted bitumen sample on a glass coverslip Figure A.1a. Two 

copper and aluminum disks (each 1 mm thick) raise the position of the sample and 

hold it on the magnetic temperature stage. We use a thin film of thermal paste in 

between all of the interfaces to reduce the thermal conduction resistance. In a 

control test, a T-type thermocouple on the bitumen surface measures the surface 

temperature (T2) with stage temperature (T1). Temperature history T1 vs. T2 was 

plotted in Figure 3.4d (in the main text) to show the heat diffusion delay through 

the sample and sample holder.  

The thermoelectric device (Peltier stage) cools the sample by removing heat 

away from the sample, and the heat exchanger transfers heat to the coolant water. 

The pump circulates water as a coolant fluid of the thermoelectric in a closed loop. 

Water circulation through the heat exchanger removes the heat away from the hot 

side of the Peltier stage. It should be noted that the circulating water temperature 

never goes below its freezing temperature. Removed heat dissipates to the 

environment from the water reservoir at room conditions. The control feedback 

loop of the thermoelectric device is connected to the T1 sensor, as shown in Figure 

A.1b by the red dot. The surface temperature and cooling rates were verified by 

measuring the sample stage temperature, T2 versus T1, as shown in Figure A.1b. 

To avoid icing on our bitumen surface, we circulate dry nitrogen flow in the 

chamber, keeping the humidity low during the AFM scan. 
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Figure A.1 Schematic drawing of the AFM-IR enclosed environmental chamber, 

the stage temperature cooling cycle, and sample properties. a) Sample on a glass slide. 

b) Configuration of AFM cantilever and thermal resistance diagram, the laser feedback 

detector, and an IR transparent window. Copper and aluminum disks (each with 1 mm 

thickness) elevate the sample position. Color dots show the location of the three 

thermocouples, red dot: stage temperature thermocouple (T1), green dot: thermocouple 

for surface temperature (T2) measurement, blue dot: humidity sensor and thermocouple 

as environmental temperature sensor (T3). 

Thermal properties of the bitumen sample are obtained from the literature 33, 

and for the other materials, we obtained properties from a heat transfer textbook 

201. The thermal resistance of each layer is calculated by R=b/K, b is the layer 

thickness, and K is the thermal conductivity. The thickness of the materials are as 

follows: 

bCu = 1 mm, bAl = 1 mm, bglass = 0.25 mm, bbitumen ≈ 0.5 mm 

The thermal conductivity of the materials are as follows 33,201: 

KCu = 385 [W
m. K⁄ ], KAl = 205 [W

m. K⁄ ],  

Kglass = 0.8 [W
m. K⁄ ], Kbitumen ≈ 0.15 [W

m. K⁄ ] 

Therefore, the total thermal resistance is calculated as the sum of the individual 

resistances: 
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Rtotal =
bCu

KCu

+
bAl

KAl

+
bglass

Kglass

+
bbitumen

Kbitumen

=
1 × 10−3

385
+

1 × 10−3

205
+

0.25 × 10−3

0.8

+
0.5 × 10−3

0.15
= 3.33 × 10−3 [K

W⁄ ] 

(A. 2) 

Cantilever resonance properties 

During cantilever free oscillation tuning, we set the zero phase angle based 

on the manufacturer’s recommendation. The value of the phase angle was set to 

zero for the frequency of the first mechanical resonance peak. This means that the 

reference phase of the lock-in is adjusted to zero at the unique operating frequency 

depending on the cantilever to yield results independent of the cantilever 

mechanical resonance properties. It is useful to perform an auto-tuning before the 

experiment to cancel out differences from cantilever to cantilever (which are not 

relevant for the comparison on or within the samples) leading to the phase images 

in this manuscript being relative values to the initial zero phase reference values. If 

we change the cantilever and use another cantilever of the same type, we will obtain 

a similar stiffness map. Otherwise, it would be challenging to compare scan results 

from different cantilevers. Figure A.2 shows the amplitude (deflection of the 

cantilever in volts) and phase shift (in degrees) of the cantilever in (a) first and (b) 

second mode mechanical resonance frequencies. 
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Figure A.2 An example of phase and amplitude versus frequency for an AFM-IR 
cantilever probe (Model: PR-Ex-TbIR-A-10). a) Oscillation phase and amplitude signal 
versus free oscillation tapping frequencies at the first mechanical resonance and, b) the 
second mechanical resonances. 

Keeping the setpoint value constant is not practical because the cantilever 

and substrate temperature have an effect on the required set point for a good scan. 

The exact nm values for the cantilever amplitude is not provided. Therefore we 

always used the auto setpoint function as recommended by the manufacturer to 

keep the results comparable. We always used the auto setpoint function. The 

maximum oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is in the range of 7 V to 9 V.  70% 

of that value is the auto setpoint value. Usually, the setpoint was in the range of 4 

V to 6 V. We always chose about 0.3 to 0.5 V below the auto set point to make sure 

that the tip keeps following the surface topography for the entire scan. 

Post-processed and original AFM images at various 

temperature steps 

Figure A.3 shows post-processed AFM phase scans (original images are 

shown in Figure A.5) based on their color contrast to calculate area fractions of 

para, sal, and transition domains. False-colored blue indicates para domain. 
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Emerged sal sub-domain at cold temperatures is colored artificially in red and green, 

showing the transition domain. 

 

Figure A.3 False colored domains of the bitumen AFM phase scans at the same 

location. All scans conducted at dry condition (T3= 20 ± 3°C, RH<3%) in ten stepwise 

temperature stages (T1) steps: 1: +25 °C 2: +15 °C, 3: 0 °C, 4: -10 °C, 5: -20 °C, 6: -25 °C, 7: 

-30 °C, 8: -35 °C then the sample were reheated to the initial conditions, step 9: reheat to 0 °C 

and 10: reheat to 25 °C. Color code: green: transition domain, blue: para domain, red: sal sub-

domain. 

Figure A.4 shows an example of an AFM topography scan consisting of ten 

sequential stage temperature steps. Starting from Figure A.4-1 at room condition 

(T1=25 ºC) para domain is smooth, but it coarsens bellow T1=0 ˚C (Figure A.4-

3). After reheating to T1=0 ˚C (Figure A.4-9), the topographical trace of newly 

emerged sal sub-domain and transition domain fade with decreasing temperature. 
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At the final step 10 reheating to the initial condition T1=25 ˚C (Figure A.3-10) 

surface re-heals and formed roughness disappears. 

 

Figure A.4 Example of a sequence of AFM topography scan at the same location. All 
scans conducted at dry condition (T3= 20 ± 3 °C, RH<3%) in ten stepwise temperature stages 
(T1) steps: 1: +25 °C 2: +15 °C, 3: 0 °C, 4: -10 °C, 5: -20 °C, 6: -25 °C, 7: -30 °C, 8: -35 °C 
then the sample was reheated to the initial conditions as follows: step 9: reheat to 0 °C and 10: 
reheat to 25 °C. 

Figure A.5 shows the corresponding AFM phase scan for the topography 

scans in Figure A.4 in tapping mode. However, at the beginning (Figure A.5-1), peri 

and para domains have high color contrast, which indicates the para domain is 

softer than the peri domain, but their mechanical properties develop to be closer as 

the para domain stiffens at cold temperatures. Again the main changes and 

emergence of new domains are visible at T1=0 ˚C (Figure A.5-3), and the sal sub-

domain and transition domain grow gradually at lower temperatures (Figure A.5-4 

to Figure A.5-8). After reheating to 25°C (Figure A.5-9 and Figure A.5-10), para 
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and peri domains recover their high phase contrast. It is noteworthy to mention 

that upon reheating the domains that do not fully recover, we attribute this to 

thermal aging as bitumen is a highly thermally sensitive material. This is expected 

as previous work has shown that the bitumen at 25 °C needed almost 24 hours to 

fully regain structural equilibrium120. 

 

Figure A.5 Example of a sequence of AFM phase scans (stiffness map) at the same 
location. All scans conducted at dry condition (T3= 20 ± 3 °C, RH<3%) in ten stepwise 
temperature stages (T1) steps: 1: +25 °C 2: +15 °C, 3: 0 °C, 4: -10 °C, 5: -20 °C, 6: -25 °C, 
7: -30 °C, 8: -35°C then the sample was reheated to the initial conditions as follows: step 
9: reheat to 0 °C and 10: reheat to 25 °C. 

Figure A.6 defines the boundary of domains on the topography scans based 

on their corresponding AFM phase scans. Moreover, overlaying of AFM scans of 

the same locations on each other indicated that distance in between 

microstructures, which is because of volumetric change as a function of 

temperature decrease. Figure A.6 shows the supporting information of Figure 3.3 
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from the Chapter 3. We always defined domains based on the stiffness map (AFM 

phase image). To recognize the location of the protruded area, we marked 

boundaries of domains on the topography scans (Figure A.6a and b) based on their 

corresponding stiffness maps (Figure A.6d and e). Magnified views of (Figure A.6b, 

and e) are plotted as Figure A.6c and f panels, respectively. Both the sal sub-domain 

and transition domains protrude from the surface and make a distinguishable 

contrast from their initial host domains. Moreover, comparing the same location 

AFM scans (Figure A.6a with b) at different temperatures, indicates that 

microstructures are shifted, and the distance between microstructures has been 

changed, which could be due to the material, volumetric changes as a function of 

temperature decrease. 

 

Figure A.6 Defining boundaries of the surface domains on the topography scans based 
on the corresponding stiffness maps (AFM phase scan) for two temperature steps of 
the stepwise cooling. Topography scans at practically the same location, selected steps from 
a sequential stepwise cooling, a) topography at T1=25 °C, the red straight line shows the pass 
through-line of the surface profile at high temperature and the red circle indicates location of 
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a bee structure. b) Corresponding AFM phase scans at T1=25 °C. c) zoomed area for the 
location of the square, see (b). d) topography at T1=-20 °C, blue straight line shows the pass 
through-line of the surface profile at low temperature, and the blue circle indicates the location 
of the same bee structure. e) Corresponding AFM phase scans at T1=-20 °C. f) Zoomed area 
for the location of the square, see (e). Color-code, red: the boundary of sal sub-domain, blue: 
the boundary of the para domain, green: the boundary of the transition domain and yellow: 
the boundary of catana domain. 

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier in the main text, the wrinkles of the bee 

structures shrink at cold temperatures, and their amplitude and length decrease by 

10-20%. However, their wavelength value varies around its initial value (Figure 

A.7). This information is for this particular crude origin, and its validity for other 

crudes remains to be investigated. 
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Figure A.7 Effect of temperature on the profile of the catana domain. All values are 
normalized by their initial value at room temperature. (a) Location of the color-labeled 
canata domains. (b) Definition of twice the amplitude 2A: distance from the minimum 
valley to maximum hill in the y-direction, catana domain length L: from the first wrinkle 
to end of the last period when y=0. We showed the smallest and the largest measured bee 
profile wavelength with λmin and λmax (c) Normalized the 2A of each tracked catana domain 
versus temperature. (d) The plot of the ratio of the length of each catana domain to its 
initial length at 25 °C, i.e., normalized L with respect to the stage temperature. (e) The ratio 
of the smallest wavelength of each catana domain to its initial length at 25 °C, i.e., 
normalized λmin with respect to the stage temperature. (f) The ratio of the largest 
wavelength of each catana domain to its initial length at 25 °C, i.e., normalized λmax with 
respect to the stage temperature. 
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DSC analysis 

We followed a previously reported DSC bitumen sample preparation method 

130, to perform DSC experiments using a PerkinElmer® 7, 1993 device with 

temperature change rates of 1.5 °C/min and 90 °C/min, which match our AFM-

IR experiments (Figure A.8). 

When heating or cooling a sample at the same rate, the glass transition occurs 

practically in the same temperature range; however, in the cooling ramp, the glass 

transition temperature range can be broader 130. Therefore, for clarity, only the 

heating curve is reported here. Bitumen has four different components that 

crystallize at various temperature ranges: asphaltenes: 40 to 60 °C, resins: 10 to 20 

°C, aromatics: -34 to -15 °C and saturates: -88 to -60 °C 104,115. Guo et al. 202 reported 

that the heating and cooling rates affect the crystallization and the glass transition 

temperatures of bitumen. They found that they were unable to determine a glass 

transition temperature for relatively low heating rates. We also found that we were 

unable to accurately calculate any glass transition temperature for the slow heating 

rate of 1.5 °C/min 202,203 (Figure A.8).  

During the cooling cycle and depending on the cooling rate, waxy paraffinic 

compounds crystalize (freeze or solidify) in an amorphous state and subsequently 

form different surface microstructure patterns 130. During reheating, when the 

temperature reaches or exceeds 𝑇𝑔, the methylene groups of n-alkane chain with 

sufficient mobility rearrange to all necessary conditions of crystallization 130. Our 

findings corroborate previous results 202: Figure A.8 shows a clear glass transition at 

a cooling rate of 90 °C /min of 𝑇𝑔= -35.75 °C. Considering the 𝑇𝑔 of the SARA 

fractions, this indicates that at this rate, the developed microstructures can be 

attributed to the asphaltenes and resins. However, at a slower cooling rate of 1.5 
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°C/min, although no 𝑇𝑔 could be clearly distinguished in the bulk material using 

DSC data, still at the nanoscale microstructures do appear as shown, for example 

in Figure A.8.  

 

Figure A.8 DSC results of the Q8 70/100 virgin bitumen. For two heating rates of 1.5 

°C/min and 90 °C/min calculated 𝑇𝑔 for the fast rate of 90 °C/min is -35.75 °C. 

CHEMISTRY ANALYSIS BY IR METHODS 

Figure A.9 shows both unfiltered and noise filtered local AFM-IR spectra 

using the Savitzy-Golay function (Figure A.9a) next to the original signals plotted 

in Figure A.9b; bulk FTIR spectra in both panels is an average of 32 measurements 

without applying the noise filter. The plotted spectra demonstrate that the filtered 

AFM-IR spectra (Figure A.9a) show the same peaks and follows the same trend as 

the original noisy signal (Figure A.9b). 
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Figure A.9 Post-processed vs. noisy IR spectra of the surface domains in two 
temperature conditions: T1=25 °C and T1=-20 °C. (a) Smoothened AFM-IR spectra 
by Savitzy-Golay function. A fifth-order polynomial was fitted on the six neighboring 
points. Bulk FTIR result is not smoothened. (b) Raw data from local AFM-IR and bulk 
FTIR spectra. Spectra of bitumen at 25 ºC (para: orange line, peri: red line) and -20 ºC 
(para: cyan line, peri: blue line, transition domain: green line) and the bulk FTIR spectra at 
23 ºC in both case plotted by the black line. The straight black line shows the location of 
the 1456 cm-1 wavenumber. 
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Figure A.10a shows an AFM phase scan after a fast cooling rate, ~ -90 

ºC/min starting from 25 °C at T1= -20 °C. The selected area with a white square 

(Figure A.10a) shows the high-resolution scan with the scan rate of 0.4 Hz for a 

scan area of 5 µm by 5 µm with the resolution of 500 scan points and 100 scan 

lines, Figure A.10b. In Figure A.10b, we show the false-colored para domain in 

blue, the newly emerged domains of sal in red, and the transition domain in green. 

Figure A.10 demonstrates the similarities both in the chemistry and mechanical 

properties of the sal sub-domain and transition domain at cold temperatures. 

Previous s-SNOM results by Fischer et al. 120 (at room condition or 0 °C, not 

specified) showed that the para domain consists of at least partially sulfoxide 

groups, and the peri domain consists of at least partially carbonyl groups. On the 

other hand, a recent study 126 on bitumen using a similar AFM-IR device and sample 

preparation method corroborates our results and shows that the peri domain also 

contains sulfoxide groups. AFM-IR results after a very fast cooling rate (-90 

°C/min) at -20 °C show a carbonyl rich peri domain (Figure A.10f) and sulfoxide 

rich peri domain next to the at least a partially sulfoxide rich para domain (Figure 

A.10d).  This result confirms that the transition domain and sal sub-domain have 

similar chemical composition, but the para domain exhibits a different contrast, 

especially for the sulfoxide 1030 cm-1 and aliphatic 1456 cm-1 chemical functional 

groups. 
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Figure A.10 Bitumen main chemical functional groups concentration distribution at 
cold temperatures, similar IR mapping for the transition, and sal sub-domain. AFM 
phase scan at (a) T1=-20 °C (directly cooled from T1=25 ºC to T1=-20 ºC at a cooling rate 
of ~ -90 ºC/min), white square shows location of the high resolution zoomed scan (b) AFM 
phase scan of the selected area (see a) (c) false-color of domains (see b). Color-code, blue: para 
domain, green: transition domain, red: sal domain. IR mapping of practically the same location 
at T1=-20 °C using different wavenumbers to detect (d) sulfoxide groups: 1030 cm-1 (e) 
aliphatic groups: 1456 cm-1 (f) carbonyl groups: 1710 cm-1. 
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This chapter contains submitted results to ISBM, Lyon 2020: 

 

Tarpoudi Baheri, F.; Rico Luengo, M; Schutzius, T. M.; Poulikakos, D.; 

Poulikakos, L. D.; The Effect of Additives on Water Vapor Condensation on 

Bituminous Surfaces. in Proceedings of the RILEM International Symposium on 

Bituminous Materials (eds. Di Benedetto, H. et al.) 1783–1789 (Springer 

International Publishing, 2022). 

 

This chapter contains results of subsequent publication: 

 

Tarpoudi Baheri, F.; Rico Luengo, M; Schutzius, T. M.; Poulikakos, D.; 

Poulikakos, L. D.; The Effect of Additives on Water Vapor Condensation on 

Bituminous Surfaces. Journal of Testing and Evaluation, (2021). 

https://doi.org/10.1520/JTE20210251. 
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The radius of curvature of bitumen surface domains 

A nanoIR2 device in tapping AFM-only mode was utilized to perform high 

resolution surface topography scan. This device was equipped with a water coolant 

thermoelectric stage and was used in conjunction with an environmental chamber 

to control the sample temperature. We purged the chamber volume with nitrogen 

to maintain environmentally dry conditions (RH < 3%) and prevent surface 

frosting at subzero temperatures. We used atomic force microscopy in a high 

resolution of 1024 scan points and 1024 lines for a square scan area of 5 µm by 5 

µm. The scans were performed at two temperatures, 25 °C, and -10 °C. Thereafter 

we analyzed the radius of curvature of the AFM topography scans with the use of 

a MATLAB® script. 

Here we show the surface topography development of bitumen due to 

cooling. Figure B.1a, b show the contour plots of overlaid mean surface curvature 

(𝐻) on the height profile as a surface plot based on high-resolution AFM scans of 

peri and para domains at the same location. The central flat area is the para domain 

(see Figure B.1a) which is surrounded by rough peri domain at 25 ºC as a 

consequence of cooling to -10 ºC; both domains develop more roughness (Figure 

B.1b). The definition of the mean surface curvature 𝐻 is given in Figure B.1c, 

showing that it depends on the two principal radii of curvature 𝑅1 and 𝑅2. In other 

words, the radius of curvature is the radius of the circular arc that best fits in the 

normal section or combination of those on a 3D surface. Negative values are for 

concave and positive for convex curvatures. Figure B.1d shows a histogram of the 

surface area fraction vs. the surface radius of curvature, given by 𝑅 =  1/𝐻. The 

histogram of Figure B.1d presents the surface area coverage percentage by different 

radius of the curvature size magnitudes for two temperatures of 25ºC and -10 ºC. 
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Even though the radius of curvatures in the range of few nanometers can boost 

initial condemnation and due to the AFM probe (cantilever tip) and substrate 

interactions and viscoelastic nature of our studied material, we could not measure 

surface roughness below 200 nm. Still, it can be seen that the area fraction of the 

smaller micro-pits increases as a function of cooling (Figure B.1d). A more 

remarkable topographical evolution can be observed in the initial flat para domain 

than the surrounding, compared to the initially rough peri domain. 

 

Figure B.1 Effect of temperature on the curvature of the bitumen surface. The mean 

curvature (𝐻) is overlaid on the height profile as a surface plot based on high-resolution 
AFM scan of peri and para domain at the same location, central flat area, is para domain 
surrounded by rough peri domain, a) T=25 °C, and b) T=-10 °C. c) Schematic shows an 

arbitrarily curved surface in 3D which principal radii of curvature are 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 projected 
to two perpendicular plane. d) Histogram plots the surface area fraction occupied by 
surface roughness with different radius of curvature magnitudes. The para domain of the 
bitumen surface becomes rougher after cooling. 
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Wettability of bitumen surface domains 

Optical microscopy was performed using an Olympus BX60 microscope. 

Two configuration modes were used to acquire optical images: dark field (DF), and 

differential interference contrast (DIC). Scattered light provides the DF image 

contrast, resulting in the visibility of bee structures, while DIC mode is better suited 

to detect bitumen surface structures such as peri and para domains. We first 

recorded condensation occurrences in DF mode and then allocated the 

condensation sites to the different bitumen domains using the corresponding DIC 

images. Several studies have confirmed that optical microscopy shows the same 

surface topography pattern as AFM scanning images [15-16] although not with the 

same resolution. Furthermore, the optical microscope equipped with a cryogenic 

stage provides simultaneous observation of topography and water phase change on 

the bitumen surface. 

Condensation experiments were performed under the optical microscope on 

samples at room conditions (T = 21±1 °C; RH = 50%) by introducing hot 

humidified nitrogen stream (at T∞ = 35 ± 0.5 °C and RH = 95 ± 1%) on the 

bitumen surface. Exposing the sample to the hot vapor provides P∞/Psat=1.6 

supersaturation condition on the sample, where the vapor pressure is P∞, and the 

saturation vapor pressure at the corresponding temperature is Psat. Here, it is of 

interest to observe the condensation of water droplets on the three main domains 

of bitumen: catana, peri, and para. 

Bitumen's three main surface domains of catana, peri and para are detectable 

by optical DIC image (Figure B.2a). Figure B.2b shows zoomed area of the selected 

section from Figure B.2a, and the corresponding DF image is shown in Figure B.2c. 
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Figure B.2 Selective wettability of bitumen surface domains. a) DIC image (X100). b) 
Domains are highlighted by colors of, red: catana, green: peri, and blue: para. c) only bee structures 
are visible in DF images. d) Condensation event was recorded in DF view. e) Centers of the 
condensed droplets marked by white plus marks on DF images. f) Overlaid condensation sites on 
the DIC image of the same location. g) Ratio of the condensed droplets' number per each specific 
domains (N) over the total count of the condensed droplets (N0). h) Normalized ratio of the 
condensed droplet with respect to the surface area fraction of each domain (A%). 
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Figure B.2d shows a snapshot of the condensation frame. Centers of the 

condensed droplets are marked with white plus marks in Figure B.2e, and allocation 

to the different domains in Figure B.2f. The analysis of more than a thousand 

droplet condensation sites captured for five repeatable experiments under the same 

conditions shows that almost 90% of the droplets condensed on the para domain 

and approximately 9% on the peri domain, and less than 1% on the catana domain 

(Figure B.2g). The results were normalized with respect to the area fraction of each 

domain showing the para domain remained as the most favorable location for 

droplets to condense. Possible reasons for the observed preferential condensation 

could be the development of micro-pits in addition to the intrinsic differences of 

the surface chemistry of these two domains. 
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APPENDIX C 

PCM microcapsule resistance examination 

PCM microcapsules can resist mechanical and thermal stresses during sample 

preparation and when in contact with bitumen and toluene (Figure C.1). Figure 

C.1a and Figure C.1e show images of filter paper that have had a drop of a solution 

containing PCM modified bitumen and virgin bitumen placed on them, 

respectively. 

 

Figure C.1 PCM microcapsule bitumen blend and virgin bitumen after mechanical 
and thermal stresses in contact with toluene solvent. 150 µl of diluted bitumen in 
toluene on filter paper a) PCM modified bitumen stain on the filter paper e) Virgin bitumen 
stain on the filter paper. b), and f) The red triangle shows the location under an optical 
microscope for the only paper. The green square shows the stained part of the filter paper 
with c) PCM-modified bitumen and g) virgin bitumen. d) The blue hexagon in (a) shows 
the location of the microcapsules in the PCM-modified bitumen, as seen under an optical 
microscope. 

As the drop wets the paper, it spreads, but it does not cover the whole sheet. 

The outer edges of the sheets, which are not covered by bitumen, have the same 

fibrous microstructure, Figure C.1b, f. Furthermore, micrographs of the outer edge 

of the bitumen deposits reveal that the PCM containing deposit and virgin bitumen 
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are similar, Figure C.1c, g. However, micrographs of the central portion of the PCM 

containing deposit reveal pristine PCM microcapsules, indicating that the 

processing conditions used for this study do not damage the PCM microcapsules, 

Figure C.1d. 

Bitumen sample preparation and examination 

 

Figure C.2 Sample preparation procedure. a) The drop-casting method used to prepare 
the thin film samples for the condensation freezing studies under constant cooling rates 
and different environmental conditions. b) The layer by layer drop-casting method used 
for the thick bitumen samples used to compare the PCM-modified bitumen to the virgin 
bitumen in the constant cooling flux experiments. 

As described in the Chapter 4 (section 4.3.2 Solution preparation and 

coating), we followed two sample preparation protocols based on the solvent 

casting method for this study. Figure C.2a shows a schematic of the “thin bitumen 

sample” preparation steps. Figure C.2b shows a schematic of the procedures used 

for the layer-by-layer drop-casting method that was used to prepare the “thick 

bitumen samples” in order to examine the performance of the PCM-modified 

bitumen in cold conditions. 
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Figure C.3 Cross-section of the thin bitumen sample casted on a glass coverslip. 

Optical microscopy shows a uniform thickness of bitumen on the glass substrate. 

For Figure C.2a, the “thin” virgin bitumen sample, we always placed 150 µl 

(~135 mg) of the diluted bitumen to evaporate on glass coverslips. After 25 minutes 

of evaporation in ambient conditions, the remaining sample weight decreases to 

~35 mg (above 75 wt.% of the solution is toluene), and after the heating and 

quenching, the weight of the bitumen coating equaled 34±1 mg. According to the 

mass of the bitumen coating material, the density, and the geometry of the covered 

area on the glass coverslip, it is expected the final coating thickness will be ~100 

µm. This is further measured using an optical microscope (Figure C.3). 

Experimental setups 

Two sample cooling protocols were used for this study: Constant cooling rate 

and constant cooling flux. Figure C.4a, illustrates the constant cooling rate setup, 

which used a microscope and infrared (IR) camera to study condensation and 

freezing on bitumen. ("Objective" here refers to objectives for the microscope and 

lenses for the infrared camera at individual use of each from the access point.) For 

the constant cooling flux experiments, a thermoelectric device was used, and it was 
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possible to visualize the bitumen surface simultaneously with IR and optical 

cameras (Figure C.4b). 

 

Figure C.4 The experimental setups. a) Constant cooling rate setup using a cryogenic 
stage. The location of the optical microscope objective or IR camera lens is shown as 
"objective". b) Constant cooling flux using a thermoelectric device. 

DSC analysis 

DSC BASELINE CALIBRATION 

Figure C.5 shows DSC baseline graphs at two temperature rates of 10 

°C/min and 20 °C/min for three cycles in the range of -50 °C to 40 °C, when both 

DSC pan holders are empty. 

 

Figure C.5 DSC baseline measurements for three cycles when both sample holders 

are empty. a) 10 °C/min and b) 20 °C/min temperature rates. 
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Here in Figure C.6a, and b, we reported DSC analyses of virgin and the PCM 

modified material, respectively. We find that a faster cooling rate shifts the PCM 

crystallization temperature toward lower temperatures (and the melting to higher 

peak temperatures) with a similar initiation temperature. Noting that different 

cooling rates alter the process duration, and this factor is hidden on the x-axis, the 

overall amount of heat released over time is similar. For different temperature rates, 

the heat of fusion and absorbed heat over melting for the PCM modified bitumen 

are approximately 44±1 J/g. This value correlates with analytical calculations as 25 

wt.% of the blend containing PCM microcapsules with 195.5 J/g, so that the 

released heat is distributed within a larger mass of PCM modified bitumen material.  

DSC ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS 

 

Figure C.6 DSC analysis of the heat flow of the virgin and modified bitumen in 
environmentally dry condition (up, endothermic process). One thermal loop of each 
three temperature rates 1 °C/min, 10 °C/min and 20 °C/min is plotted for a) virgin 
bitumen. b) 25 wt.% PCM modified bitumen. 

Figure C.7 demonstrates that the freezing temperature of the water is 

dependent of the cooling rate and that this occurs in the supercooled state of the 

water droplet, but melting is always initiated at 0 °C. It is also important to note 
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that the measured melting enthalpy is close to the reported 334 J/g at 0 °C value 

153. 

 

Figure C.7 DSC results for a 1 mg single water droplet. Three different temperature 
rates of 1 °C/min, 10 °C/min, and 20 °C/min. Cooling cycle after initial heating from 40 
°C in blue and heating cycle plotted in red from -50 °C. 
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Water condensation freezing 

CASCADE FREEZING OF SUPERCOOLED DROPLETS 

Figure C.8a shows supercooled condensed droplets before freezing; then, 

suddenly, stable freezing nucleation forms in one of the supercooled droplets 

(recalescence freezing), and it becomes opaque (Figure C.8b). The freezing droplet 

then causes neighboring droplets to freeze (Figure C.8c), and the frozen area 

extends via cascade freezing (Figure C.8d-e). 

 

Figure C.8 Recalescence and cascade freezing of supercooled droplets and freezing 
front spreading to cover the entire surface. Optical microscopy view. a) Supercooled 
liquid droplet. b) One of the droplets becomes opaque after freezing nucleation. c) The 
frozen droplet initiates the freezing nucleation of neighboring droplets. d) Freezing front 
spreads. Arrows indicate the expanding freezing area direction. 

 

COOLING RATE EFFECT ON CONDENSATION FREEZING 

Figure C.9 provides image series corresponding to Figure 4.3 for the RH = 

50 wt.% (Tenv = 21.5±0.5 °C) case at three cooling rates of -1 °C/min (Figure C.9a), 

-10 °C/min (Figure C.9b) and -20 °C/min (Figure C.9c). The droplet sizes are large 

under slower cooling conditions of -1 °C/min (Figure C.9a), and frost forms at a 

higher temperature. 
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Figure C.9 The effect of cooling rate on condensation freezing for RH = 50%. 
Temperature and time steps are synchronized under a similar initial RH = 50% condition 
at different cooling rates of a) -1 °C/min b) -10 °C/min and c) -20 °C/min. 
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Supporting Videos 

Video C.1 Condensation freezing on virgin bitumen surface. 

Environmental RH=50% (Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 °C), cooling at -20 °C/min from 25 °C 

to -50 °C and waiting 2 minutes at -50 °C, under an optical microscope in dark field 

at 5X magnification. The red circle shows the location of the cold pin, and the blue 

circle (from T=-37 °C frame) highlights the initial freezing droplet. Video captured 

at 5 fps and the clock shows real time. Playback speed changes depending on the 

state of condensation freezing.  

 

Video C.2 Ice bridging on virgin bitumen surface. Environmental 

RH=50% (Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 °C), cooling at -20 °C/min, cooling at -20 °C/min from 

25 °C to -50 °C, under an optical microscope in bright field at 100X magnification. 

Captured at 10 fps, playback video at 1/3 real time for limited temperature range 

of -36 °C to -41 °C. 

 

Video C.3 Thermal imaging on virgin bitumen surface. Environmental 

RH=50% (Tenv = 21.5 ± 0.5 °C), cooling at -1 °C/min, from 25 °C to -35 °C. 

Captured by IR camera at 2 fps, playback 5 times faster than real time. 
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APPENDIX D 

Bitumen is a complex material with temperature-dependent viscoelastic 

mechanical properties. Figure D1a shows plots of the complex modulus of bitumen 

vs. frequency using a dynamic shear rheometer (DSR; Physica MCR 301 DSR, 

Anton Paar® GmbH, Austria). The bitumen that was used was virgin Q8 70/100 

bitumen, and the frequency sweep was done from 0.1 to 20 Hz for temperatures of 

-10 °C, 0 °C, 10 °C, 20  °C, 30 °C (Figure D1b). 

 
Figure D1 Dynamic shear rheometer results of bitumen over frequency sweep at 
different temperatures. a) Complex modulus vs. frequency of for various temperatures. 
b) Phase angle vs. frequency for various temperatures. 

Figure D2 shows that the surface roughness features are in the microscale 

range. 
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Figure D2 Surface topography of Macor®. a)-d) SEM micrographs of the untreated 
Macor® surface used in the study. Magnification increases from (a) to (d). 

Figure D3 shows an example surface topography of Macor® measured by a 

profilometer, and we found that the root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness 

was 0.34 ± 0.04 µm (average of five separate measurements). 

 

Figure D3 Surface roughness of Macor®. A single linear profilometry scan of the 
untreated Macor® surface used in this study. We did five separate linear scans that 
were 2 mm long, and we found that the average RMS roughness was 0.34 ± 0.04 µm. 
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In comparison, X. Gan et al. have reported that the RMS surface roughness 

of aggregates used in pavement is in the range of ~25 µm to ~34 µm (Gan, 2017; 

see Table A1). For cold regions application, researchers characterized similar 

aggregates and found that they had RMS surface roughness values of ~6 µm 

(granite) and ~7 µm (gabbro) 188. So while the RMS surface roughness of untreated 

Macor® is smaller than that of aggregates used in cold regions, we also found that 

by treating Macor® with a superhydrophobic coating the ice adhesion stress was 

reduced. Also, if the aggregates are treated to be superhydrophobic, water will not 

penetrate through the surface for the larger roughnesses typical of the aggregates 

mentioned above. Hence, in this case the effect of roughness on adhesion is 

expected to be minor. 

Table A1 Comparison of surface roughness from various aggregates and Macor ®. 

Rock type Macor ® Granite Gabbro Limestone Basalt 

RMS 
roughness 

[µm] (references) 
0.34 ± 0.04 

29.00 189 33.87 189 
32.06 189 24.84 189 

6.35±0.90 188 7.21±0.67 188 

 

As it is not possible to cut the Macor® substrate, we cast bitumen on the 

same geometry glass coverslip. Cross-section of solvent cast bitumen on circular 18 

mm diameter glass coverslip shows uniform thickness far away from the sample 

edge. Here we show cross-section images of a bitumen coating with a thickness of 

ca. 225 µm on a glass coverslip (Figure D4a) and superhydrophobic coated circular 

18 mm diameter Macor® with a coating thickness of ca. 25 µm (Figure D4b). 
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Figure D4 Thickness analysis of bitumen and superhydrophobic coating. a) Cross-
sectional image of a bitumen coating on glass coverslip revealing its thickness. b) 
Scanning electron micrograph showing a view of a superhydrophobic coating Macor®. 

Figure D5 depicts the contact angle measurement setup. A homemade 

environmental chamber equipped with a thermoelectric temperature stage and inlet 

nitrogen to keep environmental condition dry (RH < 1%) at 24 ± 1 °C. The 

homemade chamber is installed on a commercial goniometer apparatus (OCA35, 

DataPhysics Instruments GmbH) which only the camera, syringe, and light source 

are shown in Figure D5. 

 
Figure D5 Contact angle measurement setup. Schematic drawing of an environmental 
chamber with nitrogen inlet to control RH and thermoelectric modulus installed as 
temperature stage to control the sample temperature. Green dot shows the location of the 
environmental temperature and RH and red dot shows the location of a thermocouple 
attached to the stage to measure the sample temperature. The environmental chamber is 
installed on a commercial goniometer apparatus which camera, syringe, and light source 
are belonged. 
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Custom build ice adhesion setup is shown in Figure D6a, b. It consists of 

four main sections: 1-cryogenic stage, liquid nitrogen reservoir, and its controller, 

2- transparent environmental chamber with inlet N2 to provide the dry experimental 

ambient condition, 3- Mark-10 model M5-5 force sensor connected to a rod to 

apply/record force. 4- NRT150/M linear stage from Thorlabs for constant velocity 

movements of the force sensor. 

 

Figure D6 Schematic drawing of the ice adhesion experimental setup. a) For pure 
shear and combined stresses experiments, b) for normal-tension stress experiments. The 
cryogenic stage setup controls temperature (1), the chamber keeps the environmental RH 
< 1% condition in control, the green dot shows the location of the environmental 
temperature (T1) and RH sensor, and the red dot shows the location of a T-type 
thermocouple which reads the sample surface temperature. (2), the force sensor measures 
and records the force (3). The linear stage provides constant velocity to apply force for ice 
adhesion measurements (4) and lab jack to change the applied force height h for pure shear 
and combined stresses experiments. 

To form ice, a water column (volume ~25 µl) was gently placed on the test 

surface, which is then cooled down to -20 °C. Figure D7b shows the water column 

on the bitumen surface. Figure D7c shows the water column freezing, and Figure 

D7d shows it after it has completely frozen. We see that ice nucleation starts from 

the liquid-substrate interface and propagates upwards. After several minutes, the 

entire column freezes. Figure D7d shows that the ice is cloudy, which we attribute 
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to small bubbles that form naturally during freezing. We note that we did not detect 

any large, trapped air pockets.  

 

Figure D7 Forming ice for ice adhesion experiments. a) The mold is filled with 
water and is placed in contact with bitumen. Lines shown: bitumen surface (—), 
bottom of water mold (white line) and the water level (—). b) The water column is 
placed in contact with the bitumen surface. c) The substrate is cooled and the water 
starts to freeze (opaque). The freezing front propagates upwards from the bottom (—
). d) The water column is completely frozen and is opaque, indicating the presence of 
tiny bubbles. 

Figure D8a shows top-view schematics of ice mold on composite samples in 

two parallel and perpendicular directions to the applied force. For studying the 

impact of the material order, the ice mold was placed on the boundary of rigid-soft 

materials where the notch size is 1.8 mm (Figure D8b). We repeated the material 

order experiments on superhydrophobic coated Macor® samples. 
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Figure D8 Bitumen stripe and applied force directions for ice adhesion 
measurements on bituminous substrates. a) Sample direction for two directions of the 
bitumen stripe when is perpendicular or parallel with respect to the applied force. 

Schematics show bitumen stripe width at three area fraction percentages 𝜙 regarding 35%, 
67%, and 100% of iced area coverage. b) Schematic drawing of placing samples on the 
boundaries of 1.8 mm bitumen stripe with Macor®, when Macro® is first material with 
respect to the applied force or the opposite.
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